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SUMMARY

Oxford Archaeology North (OA North) was commissioned by Acorn Developments
(Kendal) Ltd to undertake an archaeological excavation between 22nd April 2003 and
13th May 2003 on land to the rear of 104-112 Stricklandgate, Kendal (SD 5144 9296).
The excavation was undertaken in advance of the determination of a planning
application (reference 5/01/0636) by South Lakeland District Council. The proposed
development area, comprising both buildings and car parking to the rear, covers an area
of c 0.1ha.

The work followed on from an earlier evaluation undertaken by Lancaster University
Archaeological Unit (LUAU) in August 2001. The excavation was designed to
investigate the eastern part of the development site, indicated in the evaluation to be of
greatest archaeological potential. Pits of various sizes were revealed, which seem to
have been either quarries or used for rubbish disposal, and in addition there were two
stone-lined latrines; all of these produced a range of predominantly medieval domestic
pottery. The artefacts, coupled with the interrelationship of the cut features, provided a
datable stratigraphic sequence representing two broad phases: the earliest phase was
dated to between the late twelfth to mid-fourteenth centuries, and the second phase
dated to the later fourteenth to sixteenth centuries. The activity formed three distinct
groups on east/west alignments to the rear of 104, 110, and 112 Stricklandgate,
probably representing activity in the tails of three east/west burgage plots fronting
Stricklandgate. A post-medieval phase at the site was represented by eighteenth-
nineteenth century features and an horticultural soil horizon.

This assessment examined the results of the excavation, and evaluated the potential for
future analysis of each category of data with regard to the project’s research aims. The
process has been designed to correspond to the objectives laid out in the guidance
document Management Of Archaeological Projects 2nd edition (English Heritage
1991). Having assessed the significance of the preliminary results and considered the
potential of individual datasets to sustain further analysis, several data categories have
been recommended for post-excavation analysis, whilst others have already been
sufficiently analysed. Revised research objectives are presented to guide further
analysis, synthesis, and interpretation of the evidence, with a view to eventual
publication. The analysis of the data will provide important information on the
character of medieval burgage plots on the periphery of Kendal. This may be
amalgamated with the archaeological evidence created in recent excavations in the
town to produce a much enhanced picture of the extent and type of medieval settlement
in Kendal as a whole.

An updated research design has been compiled, and an appropriate programme of
analysis outlined. It is recommended that a text suitable for publication either as an
article in the Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and
Archaeological Society, or as a contribution to a volume on the archaeology of Kendal,
should be compiled.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 CIRCUMSTANCES OF PROJECT

1.1.1 In August 2001 Lancaster University Archaeological Unit (LUAU) was
commissioned by Acorn Developments (Kendal) Ltd to undertake an
archaeological evaluation of land to the rear of 104-112 Stricklandgate, Kendal,
Cumbria (SD 5144 9296; Fig 1) (SMR Site 2076). The work was a requirement
of the Cumbria County Council Archaeology Service (CCCAS) to inform the
determination of a planning application (reference 5/01/0636) for the proposed
redevelopment of the site, previously occupied by a car park, a derelict building,
and a private garden. The evaluation comprised the excavation of three trenches
across the site, which confirmed the presence of well-stratified archaeological
remains. The focus of the archaeological activity was revealed in the north of
Trench 1, in the north-east of the site (Fig 2). A sequence of intercutting
medieval pits containing pottery was revealed, dated to between the twelfth to
fourteenth centuries. Trench 3 in the south-east of the site also revealed
deposits with archaeological potential (LUAU 2001).

1.1.2 As a result of the evaluation CCCAS recommended that an archaeological
excavation of the eastern part of the site was necessary to mitigate the impact of
the proposed development (Fig 2; Plate 1). This was to be followed by a post-
excavation assessment and, thereafter, appropriate post-excavation analysis and
the publication of the results would be required. Oxford Archaeology North
(formerly LUAU) accordingly produced a project design in July 2002 detailing
the aims, objectives and methodology of the excavation (Appendix 1), and this
design was subsequently approved by CCCAS and accepted by Acorn
Developments (Kendal) Ltd. The excavation programme was undertaken from
22nd April 2003 to 13th May 2003 in accordance with the project design and
was monitored by Richard Newman and Jeremy Parsons of CCCAS. An area
measuring 24m by 14m (Figs 2 and 6) was stripped under archaeological
supervision following the unsupervised and unauthorised removal of modern
overburden and the concrete slab of the former warehouse building in the north
of the site, and the reduction of topsoil and late post-medieval made-ground in
the south of the site (Fig 2).

1.1.3 This report sets out the summary results of the excavation fieldwork. The
assessment of the archive, both in terms of the stratigraphical, artefactual, and
ecofactual data, and a statement of the potential of this material to provide
useful additional archaeological knowledge through a programme of analysis.
The resource requirements to undertake such post-excavation analysis and
publication is then presented.

1.2 SITE LOCATION, GEOLOGY, AND TOPOGRAPHY

1.2.1 The town of Kendal is situated in the valley floor, largely to the west of the
River Kent within the former county of Westmorland, now part of modern-day
Cumbria (Fig 1). The subject site is an area of c0.1ha, lying 25m west of the
Stricklandgate street frontage, which forms the main northerly route out of the
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town, and near to the northern edge of the modern commercial centre of
Kendal, and surrounding properties to the rear of the frontage occupied by a
variety of small businesses.

1.2.2 The site lies on relatively flat ground some 300m south-west of the River Kent.
The solid geology comprises Silurian Slates, Kirkby Moor Flags and some
Carboniferous Limestone (Moseley 1978), with overlying drift deposits of
glacial material such as gravel and boulder clay. This is known to be varied and
convoluted in nature and to contain pockets of peat in post-glacial hollows
(Countryside Commission 1998). The soils which underlie the town of Kendal
have been simply mapped as ‘Urban’ by the Soil Survey of England and Wales
(1983), but the surrounding areas are all typical Brown Earths.
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2. ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 This historical background is largely compiled from secondary sources and is
intended only as a brief summary of historical developments around the study
area, emphasising the overall development of Kendal.

2.2 PREHISTORIC PERIOD

2.2.1 There is evidence of human activity in Cumbria from the Palaeolithic to the
Neolithic periods but nothing is known specifically from the study area;
however, within the township of Kendal an account from the 1868
Westmorland Gazette appears to describe the uncovering of a burial typical of
the Bronze Age. While workmen were digging a drain near Howard Holme
(close to the A6 at the southern entrance of the town) they came firstly across a
stone cist, containing a skeleton about 4 feet 6 inches long. Nearby was a
separate crouched burial comprising the skeleton of a mature human,  between
5 feet 10 inches and 6 feet tall, ‘which was laid on its side facing east with its
knee bent up’ (Bingham 1995, 30). There are other known finds from the
Kendal area, including flints from No 45 Castle Drive, to the east of the study
area (SMR 2468); two separate prehistoric axe finds (SMR 2481, SMR 2486);
a stone mace (SMR 2485); and a site, known only from aerial photographs, of a
barrow and cairn at Bradleyfield Barrow, to the south-west (SMR 4160). A
Beaker period burial was found on Sizergh Fell (Fell 1953) and recent
excavations at Sparrowmire Farm (SD 5125 9425) to the north revealed a
Bronze Age burnt mound (Heawood and Huckerby 2002).

2.2.2 In the Iron Age, the area seems to have been part of the Brigantian federation
(Cunliffe 1991), and although there are no remains of Iron Age date known
from within Kendal, Castlesteads hillfort lies less than 5km to the south-east
(Bingham 1995, 31).

2.3 ROMAN PERIOD

2.3.1 A Roman military presence in the vicinity is attested by the 1.32ha fort at
Watercrook, a little over 1km to the south of Kendal, and excavations have
revealed evidence for an associated extramural settlement to the south and east
of the fort (Potter 1979). Various accounts of Roman finds from Kendal have
been recorded (Shotter 2000, 277; Bingham 1995, 40) and though it would
probably have seen some activity, given its proximity to the fort, it would seem
that Kendal was not an area of particularly intense Roman occupation. There is
evidence for this both from the low number of general finds and the strong
suggestion that a Roman road was routed to the west of Kendal, running north-
south, and which was almost certainly connected to Watercrook. The alleged
route was described by Whellan (1860) as ending up at ‘High Street in
Kentmere’. More recent work has attempted to trace the road north (Andrews
and Andrews 1991), but the SMR entry (2080) for the road is imprecise and
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simply locates it to the south-west of the study area. A school of thought has it
following Garth Heads and Fellside (J Marsh pers comm).

2.4 EARLY MEDIEVAL PERIOD

2.4.1 As is the case throughout Cumbria, evidence for early medieval activity is
extremely limited. Once the administration of Rome was finally rescinded cAD
410, the ‘native’ Britons reverted to autonomous rule, with the Kendal area
perhaps becoming part of the British Kingdom of Rheged (Kirkby 1962). From
the early-mid seventh century onwards the expanding kingdom of Northumbria
began to influence the area. A fragment of an Anglian cross discovered in
Trinity Church, Kendal, is one of the few tangible pieces of evidence relating to
this period (Collingwood 1904). This in itself is enough to suggest, however,
that a pre-Norman church existed on the site (ibid) and is further evidence that
Kirkland was indeed the early medieval focus of what was to become Kendal.

2.4.2 During the ninth and tenth centuries the region was subject to the influence of
populations of Hiberno-Norse extraction. The place-name evidence (Smith
1967) indicates the presence of these people in the landscape throughout
Cumbria and it is probable that they colonised and inhabited new settlements,
hence the proliferation of Norse names (it is of note that the name “Kendal”
derives from Kirby Kendal, “the church in Kentdale”); however, their presence
would also have been found in previously occupied settlements (Fellows-Jensen
1985, 80). Evidence of settlement in the region is also known from the
excavations of field systems and structures at Bryant’s Gill (Dickinson 1985,
86), in the Kentmere valley to the north-west of Kendal, where a 10m x 5m
stone structure produced early medieval radiocarbon dates of cal AD 619-875
(1320 ±60 BP; RCD-343), cal AD 654-976 (1250 ±80 BP; HAR-5944), and cal
AD 691-997 (1170 ±70 BP; HAR 8067).

2.5 MEDIEVAL PERIOD

2.5.1 The development of medieval Kendal can be traced through fragmentary
documentary records and small-scale archaeological interventions around the
town. The settlement of Kirkland, at the southern end of the medieval town,
was recorded in Domesday Book (as Chechebi, 1086 - Faull and Stinson 1986),
from which it may be inferred that the mother church of the area was there. The
settlement became the centre of a Norman barony in the later eleventh century,
although there is evidence in Domesday Book of an earlier estate centred
further north, held by one Gillemichael (probably centred on either Strickland
Ketel or Strickland Roger; Winchester 1979). The earliest fortification in
Kendal, which could potentially have been the seat of the barony, is Castle
Howe, to the west of the Kent, and comprises the remains of an earthwork
motte and bailey, probably dating to the twelfth century (Winchester 1979). A
later fortification was Kendal Castle (SM 23704), to the east of the Kent, which
has earthworks and masonry dating to the thirteenth century onwards (Howard-
Davis forthcoming; Pevsner 1967, 256-7).
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2.5.2 Early Town Development: Richard I granted a Saturday market in 1189, and at
some time between 1222 and 1246 William III of Lancaster, the lord of the
manor, confirmed borough status on a settlement which seems to have been
encouraged to the north of Kirkland (Munby 1985). The town is thought to
have had three areas of development, which may have formed sequentially: the
earliest, the presumed site of the pre-Norman settlement, was Kirkland around
the church to the south; one was along Highgate and Stricklandgate; and lastly
there was Stramongate (Winchester 1979), the street leading to the river
crossing and the road towards Shap and Sedbergh. The morphology of the
settlement as seen in early maps (the earliest is Speed of 1611 (Fig 3)) suggests
that there was some deliberate planning of the streets of the medieval town, as
there is a notable contrast between the winding course of Kirkland, round the
church, and the long straight streets of Highgate, Stricklandgate and
Stramongate, on the northern side of the Blind Beck. These long streets
demonstrate all the attributes of deliberate urban planning and all three converge
on the market place. This market would appear to have once been much larger
than today, incorporating Finkle Street, but whether it extended across
Highgate to the west (as has been suggested by, for instance, John Marsh (pers
comm)) is more debatable. The streets had narrow burgage plots extending
back from the street frontage, and documents dating to 1310 and 1390 suggest
that there were probably around 144 tofts within the town, the width of the
individual tofts perhaps having been fairly wide, allowing further lateral division
of the properties (Munby 1985, 107; Farrer 1923, 31). The charter of between
1222 and 1246 (Section 2.5.2) has a specific clause relating to fulling and
dyeing (Munby 1985, 103), indicating there was an established cloth production
industry in Kendal by this period, and by the end of the thirteenth century the
town's cloth-based economy entered a period of growth (op cit, 110).

2.5.3 Kendal was subject to numerous raids from Scotland throughout the fourteenth
century, the most severe occurring in the great raid of 1322, the effects of
which were seen in the empty properties noted in the 1324 inquisition notes of
Kendal Barony (Winchester 1979, 6). There were also widespread outbreaks of
sheep murrain from 1280 onwards and poor harvests leading to famines
between 1315 and 1317 (ibid).

2.5.4 Archaeological Investigations: archaeological interventions have been for the
most part very small-scale, but have nevertheless produced a wealth of
information about the development of the medieval town. Excavations in
Highgate (Newman forthcoming) have demonstrated that the land behind the
street frontage remained open until the impact of the population explosion
documented in the later seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and that even
potentially medieval thoroughfares, such as Collin Croft, were not developed
until the post-medieval period. In contrast, excavations on the site of the
Westmorland Shopping Centre (ibid) demonstrated an unbroken sequence of
occupation from at least the fourteenth century onwards, some 13m from the
street frontage. In contrast again, work on the site of 65 Stricklandgate (ibid)
identified medieval stratigraphy immediately below the suspended floor of the
modern building. Recent, more extensive work at Elephant Yard, less than
100m south of the proposed development area, identified clay floors, hearths
and pits associated with a medieval tenement (LUAU 1997; 1998a; 1998b).
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2.6 POST-MEDIEVAL  PERIOD

2.6.1 Numerous documents provide details of the population figures from the
sixteenth century onwards, as well as information on economic activities; from
these some inferences can be made as to the developing morphology of post-
medieval Kendal. The documents include the 1563 list of households, the
muster return of 1595, and the list of inhabitants in the Boke of Recorde of the
Corporation of Kendal, probably dating to just after 1575, when Queen
Elizabeth granted Kendal the royal charter of incorporation (Phillips 1981). The
various documents, combined with parish register information, estimate that the
population of Kendal was possibly 2200 to 3600 by the third quarter of the
sixteenth century (ibid). However, during the last quarter of the sixteenth
century outbreaks of plague led to a serious population decline (Phillips 1994,
140). Several documents point to the widespread effect of the plague, including
a survey of those who died from it in 1597/8 (CRO(K)WD/CatA1339 -
transcribed in Farrer 1923), which shows that, in Stricklandgate and
Marketstead, 326 died of ‘Infectious syknes’, with a possible total for Kendal
borough of 1226 (Phillips 1994, 136). The parish register information, although
not recorded during the height of the plague, does seem to confirm such a
figure. The implication of this is that approximately half the population of
Kendal town may have died towards the end of the sixteenth century. The effect
of this on the town physically and economically would have been great and
would have included the moving of the weekly market away from Kendal, the
lapse of rents and other incomes to the corporation, a reduction in workforces
and production of woollen cloths, and more importantly the possible
abandonment of properties (op cit, 140). The effects appear to have been long
lasting, as seen by woollen cloth production which was recorded as being low in
the 1620s.

2.6.2 Later documents illustrate the recovery of the town with regard to its
population and economy (Marshall 1975). By the later seventeenth century the
hearth taxes (1671) and census (1695) demonstrate recovery; and the rural
population was clearly migrating to the town to take up opportunities of work;
in the eighteenth century there were accounts of booms, such as that during the
Seven Years War (ibid). The hearth tax is particularly useful in that it
demonstrated that Stricklandgate had the highest number of shearmen, dyers
and mercers living, and presumably working, there; the woollen industry at that
time was still being organised at a relatively small, cottage industry level.
Building was also a growing industry at the time (op cit, 207) and
archaeological evidence independently confirms this (Newman forthcoming).
Highgate itself is known to have had a concentration of activities associated
with the tanning industry (Marshall 1975).

2.6.3 The eighteenth century saw a continued expansion of the town. The result of
these increasing activities, and growing population within Kendal, seems to
have been the development of the ‘yard system’. This was an unregulated
system of infilling of properties, whereby buildings were constructed on the land
behind the street frontages in a linear fashion. Todd's map of 1787 (Fig 4) and a
survey document of 1769 indicate the extent of the infilling. Figures for
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Stricklandgate show an increase in population from 728 in 1695 to 1540 in
1784 (Marshall 1975, 201). Several prominent citizens occupied quality
residences along the length of the street and there are accounts of the Kings
Arms in Stricklandgate being a desired place to stay. At the back of
Stricklandgate, in the area of Fellside, the population seems to have comprised
the poorer elements.

2.6.4 The nineteenth century saw many changes to Kendal, including the extension of
the Lancaster Canal in 1819, the diversification of industries associated with the
town, including gunpowder (Marshall 1975, 220), and an increasing bias in the
population, with more women than men. Some aspects, however, remained the
same, such as the separated nature of the population, with the wealthier people
occupying the street frontages, and the working classes in the back buildings of
the ‘yards’ behind (op cit, 228).

2.6.5 The development site was backed by the site of Maud's Meadow, a notorious
area of disease until it was drained in the later eighteenth century, the area then
being occupied by poor housing (John Marsh pers comm).

2.7 CARTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE FOR THE PREVIOUS USE OF THE SITE

2.7.1 The usage of the development site in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries can
be traced through map regression. Todd's plan of 1787 (Todd 1787; Fig 4)
showed a building, that would appear to correspond to the warehouse which
still stands 2m west of the north-western corner of the excavation area, in the
north-east corner of the proposed development. The garden to the south of the
development area was open, but several rectangular structures stood towards
the centre and west of the proposed development area; their usage is unclear.
Wood's plan of 1833 provided clearer mapping, but depicted a similar situation,
with a building corresponding to the extant warehouse in the north-east corner
of the site, and the remainder largely open. The range of buildings forming 108
and 110 Stricklandgate was identified as the Ship Inn, and an east / west
oriented property boundary was shown, aligned with the north side of Yard
110, and passing c3m from the north end of the excavation area. Hoggarth's
plan of 1853 (Fig 5) also depicts a building in the position of the extant
warehouse. This structure is shown on all the historic maps, including the
Ordnance Survey (OS) second edition 25” map of 1897, and again corresponds
fairly closely to the extant warehouse, which would suggest that the warehouse
dates back at least as far as Todd’s plan (1787). With the exception of a narrow
projection west from this building, the ground south-west and west of Trench 1
(Fig 2) was largely open, with only three small isolated structures shown; the
present stone building towards the north-west of the proposed development was
not shown, nor is the large modern structure which inhabited the north part of
the excavation area; the garden to the south was also open.
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2.8 PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK ON THE SITE

2.8.1 An archaeological evaluation was carried out on the site by Lancaster
University Archaeological Unit (LUAU) between 13th and 17th August 2001
(Fig 2). Three areas of the study site were evaluated: Trench 1 was positioned
in the north-east corner of the site and within a derelict modern building which
adjoined an older warehouse to the north-west. There, several intercutting pits
were uncovered containing sherds of medieval pottery dating from the twelfth
to fourteenth centuries. The pits were sealed by an horticultural horizon thought
to have developed during the medieval period, according to dating evidence,
and which was also observed in Trench 3 in the south-east corner of the site. By
contrast, Trench 2, which was sited in the south-west of the site in an open area
used as a car park, revealed natural sands and gravels immediately below
modern overburden. It is probable, therefore, that the original surface of the
natural gravels undulated, and that post-medieval and modern levelling of the
ground has truncated any archaeological remains in some higher areas (around
Trench 2), but allowed the survival of archaeological deposits within natural
hollows. Similar differential survival of archaeological deposits was observed a
short distance to the south during excavations at Elephant Yard (LUAU
1998a).
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3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 PROJECT DESIGN

3.1.1 A project design (Appendix 1) was submitted by OA North in accordance with a
verbal brief by CCCAS. Following formal acceptance of the project design by
CCCAS, OA North undertook the fieldwork between 22nd April and 13th May
2003. The work was consistent with the relevant standards and procedures of
the Institute of Field Archaeologists, and generally accepted best practice.

3.1.2  The project design was adhered to on the whole, with the exception of the size
of the excavated area. Upon commencement of the archaeological work, and in
consultation with the developer and CCCAS, it was agreed that a safe working
distance from the surrounding standing buildings should be maintained for
health and safety reasons, so as to not undermine them. This resulted in a
slightly reduced  total excavation area (24m by 14m (336m²), as opposed to
16m by 16m and 11m by 11m (377m²) as prescribed in the project design.

3.2 EXCAVATION

3.2.1 As a result of the evaluation, CCCAS recommended the excavation of the
eastern part of the site in order to mitigate the impact of the proposed
development (Fig 2; Plate 1). The groundworks involved the removal of a
concrete slab in the northern part of the site and the reduction of the garden
area in the southern area of the site. This was undertaken by the developer prior
to the archaeological excavation. The overburden was further reduced by a
mechanical excavator, with a toothless ditching bucket, under archaeological
supervision, to the level of the first potentially significant archaeological
deposit, or the upper surface of the natural subsoil, depending on the deposits
revealed. The excavation area was cleaned by hand, and the spoil scanned for
archaeological artefacts and other potentially significant materials. Thereafter,
the site was manually excavated.

3.2.2 All features and deposits identified were excavated and recorded
stratigraphically. Recording was by means of OA North’s standard context
recording system, based on that used by the Centre for Archaeology of English
Heritage, using context record, photographic record and object record pro-
forma sheets and supporting registers and indices. A photographic record in
colour transparency (slides), colour print and monochrome formats was
compiled. All features were planned by hand at a scale of 1:20 (Fig 6) and
sections of individual features were drawn separately at a scale of 1:10 (Fig 7).
The levels of all features and deposits were established from a temporary bench
mark with a value of  50.00m OD transferred from an Ordnance Survey Bench
Mark on Finkle Street with a value of 55.59m OD.

3.2.3 Seven environmental bulk samples of 30 litres each were collected from a
selection  of suitable deposits. The artefactual material was processed in
accordance with OA North standard practice, which follows current IFA
guidelines. This has been fully catalogued and prepared for deposition with the
final archive.
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3.3 ARCHIVE

3.3.1 A full professional archive has been compiled in accordance with the project
design (Appendix 1), and in accordance with current IFA and English Heritage
guidelines (1991). The paper archive will be deposited with the Cumbria Record
Office (Kendal). The material archive (artefacts and ecofacts) will be deposited
with Kendal Museum following agreement with the client.
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4. ORIGINAL RESEARCH AIMS

4.1 ACADEMIC AIMS

4.1.1 The excavation was designed to investigate the eastern part of the development
site which had previously demonstrated the survival of in situ medieval and
post-medieval remains (LUAU 2001). The relatively large area of undisturbed
archaeological stratigraphy offered a unique opportunity to enable substantial
and significant additions to be made to the body of knowledge concerning the
development and growth of Kendal in the medieval and post-medieval periods.
The 2003 excavation was designed to clarify and enlarge on the results of the
2001 evaluation (LUAU 2001).

4.1.2 The original academic objectives stated prior to the 2003 excavation were:

• firstly, given the commercial nature of the development, to uncover as
large an area as possible of the medieval and post-medieval settlement
activity on the site to establish a full chronology for its occupation;

• secondly, to record and characterise the survival of the archaeological
remains on the site;

• a third principal aim was to further the understanding of the
development of medieval land-use in this part of Kendal;

• the excavation aimed to further the understanding of the site during the
post-medieval period, but in the event, the archaeological deposits were
truncated prior to excavation.

• in addition, an aim was to attempt to identify and characterise, if
possible, any evidence of prehistoric and Roman activity on the site.

4.2 OBJECTIVES

4.2.1 The objectives of the project were twofold:

• firstly, to excavate as much of the development area as was possible
given the constraints of health and safety;

• secondly, to relate the findings to the previous excavations adjacent to
the site and to the larger-scale picture of medieval (and if relevant, post-
medieval) urban development in the region.
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5. FIELDWORK RESULTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5.1.1 Summary results of the excavation are presented below. The context list is
reproduced in Appendix 2, with Figure 5 showing the location of the excavation
and Figure 6 the location of the archaeological features.

5.1.2 The evaluation indicated that the area of highest archaeological potential lay in
the eastern part of the site, in Trenches 1 and 3; the mitigation strategy
therefore focused on this area. Within the boundaries of the surrounding
upstanding buildings, as large an area as was safely possible was excavated,
measuring 24m north/south by 14m east/west; this area was divided into two
adjoining excavation areas (Fig 2). In the northern part of the site, located to
the rear of 110 and 112 Stricklandgate, the concrete slab of a recently
demolished building had been removed prior to the excavation. This northern
area (Area B) (at c49.10m OD) was thus lower than the southern part of the
site (Area A) (at c49.90m OD), to the rear of 104 - 106 Stricklandgate, which
had survived at a higher level due to its former use as a private walled garden.
As reflected in the evaluation results, archaeological features comprising
medieval and post-medieval pits and latrines were found to be particularly
concentrated along the northern boundary of the site and sparsely scattered
across the rest of the site (Figs 2 and 6).

5.1.3 In total, 23 archaeological features were recorded, predominantly representing
two broad phases of medieval activity. These features, mostly pits, formed three
distinct groups on east/west alignments to the rear of 104, 110, and 112
Stricklandgate. The main group, along the northern limits of the excavation area
(behind 112 Stricklandgate), covered an area of approximately 14m east/west
by 5m north/south. The intercutting features provided a datable stratigraphic
sequence spanning the late twelfth to sixteenth centuries, with post-medieval
features showing a continuation of land-use up to the nineteenth century.

5.1.4 The medieval features probably represent activity at the rear of three east/west
burgage plots fronting Stricklandgate. It is striking that the boundaries of the
three groups respect projected present day boundaries, suggesting continuity of
the burgage plot boundaries that extended back from Stricklandgate.

5.1.5 In the following narrative, a broad phasing has been allocated to the
archaeological activity identified in the field (Fig 6). This phasing equates to the
major events in the evolution of the site, although there is clearly some potential
for the identification of sub-phases. The creation of a full picture of such sub-
phasing requires the detailed analysis of the archaeological record produced
from the excavation, and therefore cannot be postulated at this stage. The
phasing presented below is based on general stratigraphic trends and provisional
finds’ dating. Within the following description of the archaeological phases, the
features are treated as three distinct groups which correspond to the three
property boundaries as outlined above.
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5.2 NATURAL SUBSOIL

5.2.1 The character of the subsoil, 203, varied considerably across the site. It
appeared to have been deposited in broad undulating bands varying in colour
between bright orange, mid greyish-brown, deep-red, and orangey-brown,
generally comprising sterile gritty clayey sand with c20-30% small to medium
subangular and subrounded stones. In the north of the site it had a much higher
sand content and contained lenses of dark-purple pea-grit-rich sandy gravel as
well as occasional large sized boulders. The natural subsoil was relatively
undisturbed in the south of the site, surviving to between 49.65m OD and
49.93m OD beneath the former garden of a private residence, whereas in the
northern part of the site it had been truncated to approximately 49m OD by the
concrete floor of a former modern building. All of the archaeological features in
the following narrative were cut into the top of natural deposits from these
levels.

5.3 PHASE 1: LATE TWELFTH TO MID-FOURTEENTH CENTURIES (FIG 6)

5.3.1 Pits 216, 222, 242, 244, and 257, containing pottery with a date range of the
late twelfth to fourteenth centuries, represent the earliest datable phase of
extensive medieval activity located in the north (Area B), to the rear of 112
Stricklandgate. Feature 216, an oval-shaped 0.22m deep pit with a rounded
profile measuring 1.02m east/west by 0.73m north/south, was situated in the
south-west of this pit group, and was filled with grey-brown silty sand.

5.3.2 Pit 222, located to the north of 216, measured 2.30m east/west (Fig 7) by
1.35m north/south by 0.55m deep, and continued beyond the northern limits of
the excavation area. It had gradual sloping sides and an undulating base. Its
primary deposit was a grey sandy silt mixed with redeposited natural material,
221, which had accumulated in the base of the pit. It probably remained open
for a relatively long period of time as redeposited natural, 219 and 220, were
observed as having slumped down its sides. Eventually the pit was deliberately
backfilled with domestic waste comprising grey-brown clayey silt with c20%
small subangular stones, animal bone and eight pottery sherds.

5.3.3 A small subcircular pit, 242, was located close to the western boundary of Area
B, measuring 1.17m east/west by 0.70m north/south and up to 0.25m deep. It
had rounded sides and a rounded base, and was filled with mid-brownish-grey
soft sandy silt, 241, with occasional small subrounded and subangular stones
and charcoal fragments. It contained seven sherds of pottery. The southern half
of the pit was cut by a stone-lined latrine, 239 (Plate 2; Phase 2).

5.3.4 Subcircular pit 244, measuring 2.15m north/south by 2.50m east/west by 0.20m
deep (Fig 7), had gradually sloping sides and a flat base. Its fill, 243, comprised
a brownish-grey silty clay with occasional small subangular stones, which
produced 24 pottery sherds. Animal bone was also deposited within the fill,
suggesting its use as a rubbish pit. It was cut by a later pit, 235, to the west and
by pit 260 to the south (both Phase 2).

5.3.5 Pit, 257, stratigraphically the earliest of a sequence of four intercutting medieval
pits on the western side of Area B, measured 1.60m east/west by 1m
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north/south by 0.30m deep, and had gently sloping sides and a west-east sloping
base. It was partially cut along its southern edge by pit, 255, and filled with 256,
a grey-brown clayey silty sand deposit with small-medium subrounded and
subangular stones.

5.3.6 In Area A three features, 205, 207, and 209 (Fig 6), cutting natural deposits
along the southern boundary, represent late twelfth to mid fourteenth century
activity, probably within a medieval tenement plot to the rear of 104
Stricklandgate. Pit 205, subcircular in shape with steep sides and a rounded
base, measured 0.80m east/west by 0.70m north/south, and was filled with a
greyish-brown sandy silt, 204, with c25% small-medium angular stones. The pit
produced pottery sherds as well as animal bones.

5.3.7 An oval-shaped pit, 207, located in the south-west corner of Area A, measured
1.87m north/south by 1.45m east/west by 0.73m deep, and contained a single
fill, 206, comprising greyish-brown loose silty sand with moderate to small
subrounded and subangular stones (Fig 7). The fill contained large amounts of
root activity suggesting that it may either have been a tree hole, or a rubbish pit,
since it also contained pottery, into which the root system of a tree had later
grown.

5.3.8 Cut 209, a small oval pit measuring 1.20m east/west by 0.90m north/south by
0.40m deep, with a rounded profile, was situated to the west of pit 205. Its
eastern edge was vertical and its western edge sloped gradually to a flat base
(Fig 7). It was filled with clayey sand, 208, with occasional small-medium
subrounded stones.

5.4 PHASE 2: LATE FOURTEENTH TO SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES (FIG 6)

5.4.1 Later medieval activity to the rear of 112 Stricklandgate was represented by ten
features dated by pottery to between the late fourteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Several of the features in this phase were intercutting, and some,
including 235, 239, 255, and 260, truncated features from the earlier phase.

5.4.2 A relatively large north-west/south-east aligned oval-shaped pit, 255 (Fig 6),
which measured 2.50m long by 1.65m wide by 0.50m deep, was situated in the
north-west of Area B. It had rounded sides and a flat base and contained three
fills (Fig 7). The lowest, a 0.10m thick grey silty clay deposit, 252, with c20%
angular and subangular stones, contained Late Medieval Reduced Grey wares
dated from the late fourteenth to seventeenth centuries. Its secondary fills, 253
and 254, up to 0.10m and 0.30m deep respectively, both comprised orangey-
grey clayey sandy silt, and deposit 254 contained c40% small subangular stones
within its matrix. Animal bones were recovered from fills 252 and 254.

5.4.3 Pit 248, which cut the south-eastern corner of pit 255, was subcircular in shape
(Fig 6). The pit measured 1.60m north/south by 1.3m east/west by 1m deep,
with vertical sides and a rounded base. Its fill, 247, consisted of a grey-brown
sandy silt with up to c50% medium and large-sized boulders, as well as a
deliberately dumped large natural boulder measuring 0.70m x 0.25m x 0.40m in
size. There was no lining to the pit to suggest its function as a storage pit and it
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was not deep enough to be a well. The rubble infilling does suggest, however,
that it was at least reused as a rubbish pit.

5.4.4 Pit 224, cut into the southern edge of 248, was subcircular in shape, measuring
0.70m east/west by 0.66m north/south by 0.22m deep, with steep sides and a
gently sloping western edge leading to a flat base. Its single fill comprised a
loose brown clayey sand 223.

5.4.5 A 0.24m deep subcircular pit, 246, measuring 0.89m north/south by 0.86m
east/west, with a shallow rounded profile, and filled with 245, comprising
blackish grey clayey silty sand, was cut by stone-lined latrine, 239 (Plate 2). The
pit did not produce any dating evidence, but its stratigraphical relationship with
239 indicated a probable medieval date.

5.4.6 An impressive stone-lined pit, 239, situated in the west of Area B, was
constructed within a vertically sided oval cut, 240, measuring 1.95m
north/south by 1.48m east/west by 0.70m deep (Fig 6; Plate 2). The lining was
constructed of randomly coursed roughly hewn stones up to 340mm x 300mm x
140mm, with the stones faced to form the smooth internal sides of the lining. Its
base was flat, cut into natural gravels with no apparent lining or floor. Initially,
the feature had the appearance of a stone-lined well, but it terminated well
above the water table. The absence of a clay lining, as found locally in pits
associated with the tanning industry (LUAU 1998a), suggests that it had not
been designed to hold water. Organic material, 238, found at its base does,
however, suggest a latrine, and the natural gravels that it cut into would have
provided drainage and allowed accumulated deposits to dry out so they could
be occasionally emptied. Analysis of the samples taken from this deposit may
provide further insight to its specific function. When eventually abandoned,
large amounts of stone rubble, together with domestic rubbish including a large
assemblage of animal bone, was dumped into the pit to a depth of 0.50m, along
with a relatively large amount (48 sherds) of pottery dated to the late fourteenth
to seventeenth centuries.

5.4.7 Two large, shallow subrounded pits, 235 and 260, which produced 13 late
fourteenth to seventeenth century pottery sherds, and a partial pit, 262, were
recorded in the northern end of evaluation Trench 1. Pit 260, the western part
of which was observed in the evaluation trench as cut 115, measured 2.70m in
diameter by 0.50m deep, was subrounded in plan with rounded sides and a flat
base (Fig 6). It was filled with a 0.30m thick orangey sand, 259, at its base
possibly representing natural silting or natural slumping. Its upper fill comprised
brownish-yellow clayey sand, and produced three sherds of medieval pottery
during the evaluation phase (from fill 111). It was cut by pit 262 (the
relationship was observed in the evaluation trench) and by post-medieval well
228 (Phase 3; Section 5.5.1). Most of pit 262, recorded in Trench 1 as cut 106,
was cut by pit 235, to its north, with just a small portion of the feature
surviving. It had a curving edge and was probably originally circular or oval in
shape; it was filled with greyish-brown silty sand, 261, to a depth of 0.24m. This
feature did not produce any dating evidence, but its morphology and
stratigraphical relationships suggests its contemporaneity with other medieval
features. Pit 235, measuring 2.50m north/south by 1.80m east/west by 0.30m
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deep, was filled with grey brown silty clay, 234, with occasional medium-sized
subangular stones and animal bones (Fig 7; Plate 3).

5.4.8 Pit 237, situated in the north-east corner of the excavation, Area B, was
truncated to the east by 233, and measured 2.80m east/west by 1.50m
north/south by 0.47m deep. It was observed extending northwards beyond the
limit of excavation. It had gently rounded sides with a flat base and was filled
with dark-brownish-grey clayey silt, 236, with occasional small subangular
stones, moderate charcoal flecks, occasional pieces of animal bone and pottery
sherds (Fig 6).

5.4.9 Pit 233, recorded in the north-east corner of the excavation, Area B, extended
north and east beyond the limits of excavation. It was cut to the south by the
post-medieval well, 228 (Phase 3; Section 5.5.1), and measured 1.40m
north/south by 1.20m east/west by 0.45m deep, with rounded sides and a
rounded southwards sloping base. The curvature of its edge suggested it had a
subrounded shape. Fill 232, located on its western edge, comprised orangey-
brown silty clayey, coarse gritty sand with occasional small stones, possibly
representing natural slumping. The pit had been backfilled to a depth of 0.45m
with dark-brownish-grey sandy clayey silt with occasional stones and charcoal
fragments. It contained several large pottery sherds, animal bones, and
fragments of daub which suggest that this fill represented domestic refuse.

5.4.10 Three features, 214, 225, and 250, formed an approximate east/west alignment
across the centre of the site, and represent late fourteenth to seventeenth-
century activity, probably within a medieval tenement plot to the rear of 110
Stricklandgate. They were recorded 7m to the south of the activity behind 112
Stricklandgate, with no surviving archaeological activity between the two
groups. Significantly, as with the features to the rear of  112 Stricklandgate,
they respected the current boundaries of 110 Stricklandgate.

5.4.11 A stone-lined feature, 225, was located in the south-west corner of Area B and
was almost identical to latrine 239, in that it was built of similar materials, and
had a similar construction style (Fig 6). Its circular stone-lining measured 1.70m
in diameter by 0.72m deep, constructed within an north-east/south-west oval
cut, 226. Its base was flat, cut into natural gravels with no apparent lining.
Organic material, 217, found at its base, was similar to material from 239, and
the natural gravels that it cut into would have provided drainage and allowed
accumulated deposits to dry out so they could occasionally be emptied. Analysis
of the samples taken from this deposit may provide further insight into its
function as a latrine. The feature had eventually been backfilled with dark brown
sandy silt, 210, to a depth of 0.40m when it went out of use. The occurrence of
late twelfth to fourteenth-century pottery from 230, the fill of its construction
cut, does suggest that it was used throughout the medieval occupation of the
burgage.

5.4.12 Pit 250, 1m to the east of 225, had a suboval shape in plan, measured 2m
east/west by 1m north/south by 0.32m deep, with gently sloping sides and a
rounded base (Fig 7). It was filled with greyish-brown silty sand with occasional
small-medium subrounded and subangular stones, and it produced animal bone
and several large sherds of pottery.
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5.4.13 A small pit 214, measuring 1.25m north/south by 1m east/west by 0.17m deep,
was situated in the east of the area (Fig 7). It was filled with greyish-brown
sandy silt with moderate small-medium subangular stones, and contained
pottery sherds.

5.5 PHASE 3: EIGHTEENTH CENTURY (FIG 6)

5.5.1 Circular well 228 (Plate 4), located in the north-east of the site, measured
1.70m in diameter, was constructed of roughly hewn stone, with one dressed
edge to form the internal face of its lining. It was excavated to a depth of 0.70m
but extended deeper, and had been backfilled with brown-grey silty sand, 229,
and large amounts of stone rubble comprising medium to large subangular and
subrounded boulders. It cut medieval pits 233 to the north and 260 to the west.
A large unabraded late seventeenth to eighteenth century pot sherd was
recovered from its stone lining, 228, which provided an indication of its
construction date. Backfilling of the well, on the ceramic evidence, had been
undertaken during the nineteenth century.

5.5.2 The medieval features and the eighteenth century well were sealed by layer,
202, interpreted as an horticultural horizon. It comprised greyish-brown silty
clayey sand containing c20% small-medium subangular and subrounded stones.
In the southern part of the site (Area A), to the rear of 104 and 106
Stricklandgate, this survived to a depth of 0.40m where it was relatively
undisturbed, and was sealed by later made-ground and garden soil horizons.
This was investigated by manual cleaning, followed by limited hand excavation
in an area measuring 5.50m x 2m. No later archaeological features were
observed cutting it. However, within the excavation area a large pottery
assemblage, dating mainly to the eighteenth century, was recovered, as well as
animal bone and clay pipe stems. In the northern part of the site (Area B), to the
rear of 110 and 112 Stricklandgate, the horticultural horizon was encountered
at a lower level, where it had been reduced to a thickness of only approximately
0.10m-0.20m as a result of the laying of the concrete floor slabs of modern
buildings.

5.6 PHASE 4: NINETEENTH CENTURY (FIG 6)

5.6.1 A small subcircular pit, 212, measuring 0.85m in diameter by 0.24m deep, was
located to the south of 228. It had gently sloping sides and a rounded base, and
was filled with dark-grey-brown sandy clay silt, 211, with occasional charcoal
and mortar fragments and small angular and subangular stones.

5.6.2 In the south of the site, layer 202 was sealed by made-ground, 201, to a depth
of 0.50m, comprising brownish-grey loose sandy silt, with approximately c40%
small-medium subangular and angular stones and occasional pottery fragments.
Dark-greyish-brown sandy silt topsoil, 200, to a depth of 0.30m, overlay layer
202.
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6. ASSESSMENT OF THE RESULTS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

6.1.1 The aim of this section is to evaluate all classes of data from the excavation
undertaken at Yards 110 and 112 Stricklandgate. A statement of the
significance of the results from each element of the archive is given below.
These statements are based on the assessment work undertaken, related to the
original academic themes expressed in the project design.

6.1.2 The objectives of this section correspond broadly to, and are prescribed by,
Appendix 4 of MAP2 (English Heritage 1991). They are to:

• assess the quantity, provenance and condition of all classes of material:
stratigraphical, artefactual and environmental;

• comment on the range and variety of that material;

• formulate any further questions arising from the assessment of this material.

6.1.3 This section will present:

• a factual summary, characterising the quantity and perceived quality of the
data contained within the site archive;

• a statement of the academic potential of these data;

• recommendations on the storage and curation of these data.

6.2 PROCEDURES

6.2.1 The method of assessment used varied with the class of information examined.
All classes of finds were examined in full, with observations supplemented by
the finds records generated during the course of the excavation. Full details of
all the recovered finds reside within the project archive.

6.3 STRUCTURAL AND STRATIGRAPHIC DATA

6.3.1 Quantification: the site archive from the OA North 2001 evaluation and the
excavation in 2003 comprises the following:

Context / object / plan / section indices 6

Context records 81

Trench sheets 3

Plans on drawing film 40

Sections on drawing film   8

Monochrome photographs 138

Colour transparencies  108

Colour print 37
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6.3.2 At present, the contexts may be allocated to four broad periods of activity,
although the difficulty in dating some of the features precludes a meaningful
distinction between the interface of the two broad medieval phases and between
the late-medieval and early post-medieval periods.

6.3.3 Evaluation: excavation has allowed a complete stratigraphic record to be made
of the development of this part of Kendal, stretching perhaps from as early as
the late twelfth century to the present day.

6.3.4 All contexts are shown on a site matrix (Appendix 3), and broad phasing has
been ascribed to all features. This has allowed the provisional identification of
four discrete episodes of human activity in the evolution of the site as follows:

•  natural geological material on the site;

• Phase 1: two groups of features in the north and south of the site comprising
pits dated from the pottery between the late twelfth and fourteenth
centuries;

• Phase 2: renewed activity between the late-fourteenth and seventeenth
centuries, comprising pits and stone-lined features in the centre and north of
the site;

• Phase 3: the development of an eighteenth century horticultural horizon and
insertion of a stone-lined well;

• Phase 4: nineteenth century activity.

6.3.5 Potential: the deposits have demonstrated that, although the site lay on the
northern edge of the main focus of medieval Kendal, significant activity was
taking place on the site during this period, typical of that expected within
medieval burgages. Its intercutting medieval features provide a datable
stratigraphic sequence spanning the late twelfth to seventeenth centuries, and
post-medieval features show a continuation of usage of the site up to the
nineteenth century.

6.3.6 The results of the excavation, when combined with the results of previous and
ongoing work in Kendal, will provide an important insight into the development
of the medieval townscape.

6.4 MEDIEVAL AND POST-MEDIEVAL POTTERY

6.4.1 Introduction: the excavation at Stricklandgate in Kendal has produced a large
assemblage of medieval/post-medieval pottery, which dates from the twelfth to
nineteenth centuries. The pottery was in variable condition, although in broad
terms the earlier material comprised small and abraded sherds whilst the later
material included large fragments which, in several cases, represented
substantial parts of individual vessels. Approximately half of the pottery was
retrieved from stratified medieval contexts, and has the potential to refine the
phasing of the site. The assemblage also has the potential to contribute new
information to the growing body of evidence for medieval ceramic traditions in
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Kendal. This assessment provides a summary of the pottery assemblage and the
potential for further detailed study.

6.4.2 Quantification: in total, 278 fragments (weighing 3.73kg) of medieval and 262
fragments (weighing 4.12kg) of post-medieval pottery were recovered during
the excavations. The medieval pottery was recovered from a total of 26
stratified contexts, comprising the fills of various pits, of which the bulk
(84.62%) have provisionally been attributed to the medieval period. The post-
medieval pottery was recovered from a total of five contexts (202, 211, 228,
229 and 254), and had a broad date range from the late seventeenth to
nineteenth centuries, representing some continuity of activity within the area
throughout the post-medieval period. The material recovered from layer 202
was consistent with an eighteenth century date, whilst feature fills 211 and 229
contained pottery characteristic of the nineteenth century.

6.4.3 Methodology: the assessment of the post-Roman pottery has been undertaken
in accordance with guidance provided by English Heritage in Management of
Archaeological Projects (English Heritage 1991) and the guidelines produced
by the Medieval Pottery Research Group (2001). All fragments were examined
and recorded by sherd numbers, weight, and minimum numbers of rims, handles
and bases, in order to determine the relative proportions of vessel form and
type. The information has been input into an Access database, and the
preliminary catalogue supplemented and enhanced accordingly. Totals of
intrusive and residual material have been quantified, and comments on the
condition of the pottery have also been incorporated into the database. No
formal attempt has been made to subdivide the assemblage by fabric, although
the potential, practicality, and validity of this exercise was assessed. Any such
broad grouping of fabrics would be undertaken with reference to the collections
of medieval/post-medieval pottery from previous excavations in Kendal
(McCarthy forthcoming; Miller forthcoming a).

6.4.4 Evaluation: a late twelfth to seventeenth-century date may be ascribed to the
medieval pottery assemblage as a whole, although this may be split into two
broad groups: late twelfth to fourteenth centuries, and later fourteenth to
seventeenth centuries. Belonging to the earlier group, Northern Gritty-type
wares and Sandy wares were the most numerically significant fabrics present,
which may be broadly dated from the late twelfth to mid-thirteenth centuries
(McCarthy and Brooks 1992). Interesting groups of these fabric types were
recovered from pit fills 204, 215, 218, 241 243 and 254, with lesser amounts
being recovered from pit fills 208, 217, 223, 230, 253, and 256. Fragments of
Partially Reduced Grey ware vessels were also present within the assemblage,
albeit in small amounts. In general terms, this fabric type became dominant
during the later thirteenth and fourteenth centuries elsewhere in Cumbria (Miller
forthcoming b), although its inception in Kendal is, as yet, uncertain. Partially
Reduced Grey ware fragments were recovered from pit fills 206, 236 and 247.

6.4.5 Most of the fragments of Northern Gritty-type ware, Sandy ware and Partially
Reduced Grey ware were small and abraded, and included few diagnostic
features such as rims. The poor condition of the pottery suggests some post-
depositional disturbance, although the absence of intrusive material found in
association implies that any such disturbance was localised.
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6.4.6 The subsequent period (the later fourteenth to seventeenth centuries) was
represented within the pottery assemblage by fragments of Late Medieval
Reduced Grey ware vessels. Many of these fragments were large, and in some
cases comprised substantial parts of individual vessels, implying little
disturbance since their deposition. Fragments of this fabric type were recovered
from pit fills 210, 211, 213, 234, 236, 251 and 252, with particularly large
sherds being produced from pit fills 229, 231, 238 and 249.

6.4.7 The bulk of the medieval assemblage as a whole comprised kitchen wares in a
range of fabrics, although several table ware forms were also present. The
assemblage appeared to represent domestic use, with no evidence of any
specialist function.

6.4.8 The earliest material within the post-medieval pottery assemblage was a group
recovered from layer 202, which included fragments of a Blackware vessel, to
which a late seventeenth century date may be ascribed. Blackware has its origins
in Cistercian wares of the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (Ford 1995), and
has been recovered elsewhere from deposits of the mid-seventeenth century
onwards; the production and use of Blackwares declined during the mid-
eighteenth century (Barker 1986). A single fragment of Delft tin-glazed
earthenware was also recovered from layer 202, to which an early eighteenth
century date may be ascribed.

6.4.9 Layer 202 also yielded fragments of salt-glazed stoneware, industrial slipware,
salt-glazed creamware, and dark-glazed earthenware. Interestingly, this group
contained only a single small sherd of transfer-printed ware, which was common
by c1810 (Barker 1999), and is frequently present in deposits of a nineteenth
century date. A total of 12 fragments of medieval pottery was also recovered
from layer 202, all of which were small and abraded. This suggests the layer had
been subject to some degree of churning, corroborating the interpretation of
202 as an horticultural horizon.

6.4.10 Similar groups of post-medieval pottery were recovered from other deposits
during the excavation, although pit fill 211 and well fill 229 contained a large
proportion of transfer-printed wares, indicative of nineteenth century activity.
As with the medieval pottery, the post-medieval assemblage appeared to
represent domestic activity, with no evidence for any specialist or industrial
function.

6.5 CLAY PIPES

6.5.1 Quantification: eleven fragments of clay tobacco pipe stems were recovered
from the excavation.

6.5.2 Methodology: the stems were examined by eye for evidence of decoration or
manufacturers’ marks. Outline details were entered into a finds database (see
Appendix 5) in order to prepare a preliminary catalogue.

6.5.3 Evaluation: nine of the stems were retrieved from horticultural soil 202 (Phase
3), and the remaining two were from fill 229 of well 228 (Phase 3). The
majority of the fragments were plain, but two from 202 were decorated. The
first of these had a simple double incised line round the circumference of the
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stem, and the second had the remains of a manufacturer’s stamp, also orientated
around the circumference of the stem. The first letter of the text had been lost,
and the text now read ‘?NYBEEK’, although the ‘Y’ was oddly shaped and its
identification remains tentative. From the form of this word or name it is likely
that the pipe was of Dutch manufacture. In the assessor’s experience, the
orientation of the text on British pipes tends to be along the length of the stem,
whereas French, and possibly also Dutch, examples recovered from British sites
tend to have the text stamped around the circumference of the stem.

6.6 INDUSTRIAL DEBRIS, IRON OBJECTS, AND OTHER FINDS

6.6.1 Quantification: five fragments of industrial debris, one piece of burnt coal, and
two iron objects, weighing a total of 0.233kg, were recovered from the
excavation. The quantity of iron objects recovered was small due to the
conditions on site; many of the post-medieval layers had been removed before
archaeologists arrived. For the same reason no glass artefacts were recovered.

6.6.2 Methodology: macro-slags and iron objects were examined and classified on the
basis of external morphology only. All fragments were examined for the
purposes of this assessment, and outline details of the objects were entered into
a finds database (see Appendix 5) in order to prepare a preliminary catalogue.

6.6.3 Evaluation: the fragments were recovered from the stratified fills of features
205 and 244 (Phase 3), 214, 225, and 248 (Phase 4). The iron objects were
identified as nails, and were recovered from the fills of features 205 (Phase 3)
and 248 (Phase 4). The industrial debris fragments appeared to be smithing
waste and were indicative of secondary iron-working processes, such as black-
smithing, in the vicinity.

6.7 ANIMAL BONE

6.7.1 Introduction and methodology: a very small assemblage of animal bone was
recovered from the excavation. All of the assessed material was retrieved by
hand collection only. The material dates to the two medieval phases of activity
(Phases 1 and 2).

6.7.2 Identification was completed using reference material held by the author.
Reference was also made to Halstead and Collins (1995), Schmid (1972), and
Cohen and Serjeantson (1996) for the identification of mammal and bird bone.
The classification of cattle horncores was undertaken following Armitage and
Clutton-Brock (1976).  The assessment of the animal bone included the
recording of the number of fragments per species, the number of fragments
within each preservation category  and the number of bones displaying tooth
wear, fusion and metrical traits. The preservation categories are as follows:

Very poor preservation: this includes very fragmented bone with a highly
eroded surface;

Poor preservation: this equals bone with less than half the anatomical part
present with an eroded surface;
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Moderate preservation: this includes bone with approximately half the
anatomical part present with some erosion to the surface;

Good preservation: this equates to half or more than half of the anatomical
part with a good surface;

Very good preservation: this represents a complete, or near complete, bone
with little or no erosion.

Inevitably when making a statement on preservation in this general way the
recording is slightly subjective, i.e. a fragment representing approximately three
quarters of the original anatomical part but with a very eroded surface may be
recorded as moderate.

6.7.3 Quantification: in total, 183 bone fragments, representing 180 individual
bones, were collected. The number of individual specimens (NISP) for each
phase is given in Table 1. The majority of the material comes from Phase 2
activity; the quantity of Phase 1 animal bone, being negligible, includes what
was probably one fragmented cow horn core and one horse femur. The
preservation of the assemblage by phase is given in Table 2, and the number of
potential fusion, butchery, biometric and tooth wear records is in Table 3.

6.7.4 The bulk of the material is of a very fragmented nature, with significant amounts
of surface erosion. It is therefore evident that the material has inevitably
suffered some degree of pre- and post-depositional taphonomic processes.
Much of the surfaces of these specimens have clearly been eroded since their
excavation, almost certainly due to the highly fragile nature of this material
rather than poor excavation techniques.

Table 1: Summary of animal bone assemblage by species and phase
Species   Phase 1   Phase 2    Total NISP

Horse 1 41 42

Cow 4 11 15

Cow/Red Deer 1 1

Sheep/Goat /Roe Deer 1 1

Medium Mammal 2 2

Large Mammal 33 78 111

Small Mammal

Unidentified 7 7

Unidentified Bird 1 1

Totals 38 142 180

Table 2: Summary of animal bone preservation by phase

Phase Very Poor Poor Moderate Good Very Good
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Phase 1 35 2 1 1 0

Phase 2 104 13 8 0 19

Total 139 15 9 1 19

6.7.5 Fusion states and tooth wear data age the animals represented, and the butchery
records inform us of the treatment and utilisation of the animals, if the sample
sizes are sufficient. The biometric data would add to a larger body of data
concerning the size of individuals in these periods. It may also be used to
indicate the proportion of different sexes and breeds at a site, given sufficient
sample sizes.

Table3: Summary of potential fusion, biometric, butchery and toothwear records
Phase Fusion Biometric Butchery Tooth wear

Phase 1 0 0 0 0

Phase 2 16 14 1 2

Total 16 14 1 2

6.7.6 Evaluation: taphonomic processes will affect an assemblage in a number of
ways.  Larger mammals have higher bone density values than medium sized or
small mammals and may therefore be better represented in a fragment count
(Lyman 1994, 246-7).  Recovery of animal bone by hand collection only will
also bias an assemblage towards larger mammals (Payne 1972). Conversely, in a
highly fragmented assemblage bone fragments from medium sized and smaller
mammals may have a greater chance of displaying diagnostic characteristics
(Maltby 1996, 19). The number of potential biometric, fusion, toothwear and
butchery records from the site is too small to be considered worthy of further
analysis.

6.7.7 Residual animal bone is inevitably a problem, especially on urban sites.
However, levels of residuality are extremely difficult to assess as the bones
themselves are not readily datable.

6.7.8 The bulk of the assemblage was recovered from just one pit, a Phase 2, stone-
lined, cess pit, 240. Within the material recovered from the single fill of this cess
pit, deposit 238, was one bird, five cattle and 41 horse bones. Seventy large
mammal bone fragments were also recovered, but these were too eroded and
fragmented to be identified. Some of the horse bones could be identified as from
the same individual, but there were at least two or more individuals represented.
One astragalus had been chopped, indicating some dismemberment of the
carcasses.

6.7.9 These individuals were unlikely to have been consumed, due to a religious
decree by Pope Gregory III in AD 732 banning the consumption of horse
(Wilson and Edwards 1993, 51), and there is no evidence that this material
originates from the practices of an unscrupulous butcher. It is possible that
these individuals within the bone assemblage from the site were knackered for
dog food, although this does not represent the larger scale knackering of horse
found during the post-medieval period. Alternatively, this material may
represent the disposal of carcasses considered unusable as a food resource.

6.8 PLANT REMAINS
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6.8.1 Introduction: environmental bulk samples were taken from seven contexts, six
from the fills of pits 222, 225, 233, 239, 250 and 255, and one from the upper
fill of the eighteenth century well, 228 (Phase 3). Six samples were selected and
processed for the assessment of charred and waterlogged plant remains.

6.8.2 Methodology: the six samples, which were 5-20 litres in size, were hand
floated, the flots (material that floated to the surface) being collected on a 250
micron mesh and air dried. A representative sample from each flot was scanned
with a low powered binocular microscope and all easily identifiable plant
material was recorded on a scale of 1-5, where 1 is rare and 5 is abundant. The
matrix components were noted and their presence recorded. An assessment was
made of the potential of the samples for further environmental analysis. Plant
nomenclature follows Stace (1991).

6.8.3 Results: all the samples contained both charred and waterlogged plant remains
(Appendix 4). Occasional wheat (Triticum), oats (Avena) and indeterminate
cereal grains were recorded in the samples. Samples from features 225, 233 and
250 (Phase 2) contained an assemblage of waterlogged plant remains
characteristic of cess, including blackberry pips (Rubus fructicosus), fig seeds
(Ficus carica), elderberry seeds (Sambucus nigra), and, in feature 225, grape
pips (Vitis vinifera), together with abundant small fragments of mammalian
bone and fish bones.

6.8.4 In the fills from two pits, 239 and 255 (Phase 2), charred weed seeds were more
abundant, arable weeds (e.g. corn marigold (Chrysanthemum segetum)), wet
ground species (e.g. cottongrass (Eriophorum sp)), and ruderal plants (e.g.
nipplewort (Lapsana communis)) being recorded.

6.8.5 Discussion: the six samples all contained some charred and waterlogged plant
remains. Occasional cereal grains were identified but the numbers recorded are
as low as they were at earlier excavations in Stricklandgate (Huntley 1989;
Huntley and Stallibrass 1995, 72) and Elephant Yard (Huckerby forthcoming).
The survival of grape, fig and blackberry pips, together with fish and small
fragments of mammal bone, in the fills of pits 225, 233 and 250 suggest that
these were associated with cess. The occurrence of fish bones, together with
fragments of mammal bone, suggest that the people of Kendal had a mixed diet
including both meat and fish.

6.8.6 The identification of fig and grape pips suggest that there was some trade
outside the immediate environs of the town in the medieval period, which was
also apparent at Elephant Yard (Huckerby forthcoming). Both grapes and figs
are indicative that the properties associated with Yards 110 and 112
Stricklandgate were of reasonably high status.

6.8.7 The presence of industrial residues, metallic globules and slag in pits 233, 239,
255, and well 228, are indicative of some small-scale industrial activity in the
vicinity.
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7. CURATION AND CONSERVATION

7.1 RECIPIENT MUSEUM

7.1.1 Kendal Museum has been nominated as the ultimate place of deposition for the
paper and electronic archive and the material archive (artefacts and ecofacts),
and the Cumbria Record Office in Kendal has been nominated to receive the
paper and electronic archive.

7.2 CONSERVATION

7.2.1 There were no immediate conservation requirements in the field and no other
immediate or anticipated conservation requirements.

7.3 STORAGE

7.3.1 The complete project archive, which will include records, plans, both black and
white and colour photographs, and artefacts, will be prepared following the
guidelines set out in Environmental standards for the permanent storage of
excavated material from archaeological sites (UKIC 1990) and Guidelines for
the preparation of excavation archive for long-term storage (Walker 1990).

7.3.2 All finds will be packaged according to the Museum's specifications, in either
acid-free cardboard boxes, or in airtight plastic boxes for unstable material.

7.4 DISCARD POLICY

7.4.1 Unprocessed environmental samples will be discarded prior to the deposition of
the archive. Almost no modern material was recovered from the site, as the
overburden was stripped prior to the arrival of archaeologists

7.5 GENERAL CONSERVATION

7.5.1 Most of the assemblage is moderate to well-preserved and in good condition
and thus the conservation requirement is low.

7.6 PACKAGING

7.6.1 The assemblage is currently well-packed and will require no further packaging.
Box lists are prepared and will be updated from the database when the
identification of objects is complete.
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8. STATEMENT OF POTENTIAL FOR FURTHER POST-
EXCAVATION WORK

8.1 OVERALL POTENTIAL

8.1.1 The archaeological potential of the eastern area of the site was highlighted in an
archaeological evaluation in 2001, and was subsequently targeted in the
excavation phase of the project. Two adjoining areas were examined: one in the
north of the site measuring 15m x 14m (Area B), truncated by the concrete slab
of a recently demolished building, and an area measuring 9m x 14m to its south
(Area A), within a former walled garden, where medieval features were sealed
beneath post-medieval horticultural horizons and made ground deposits.

8.1.2 The proposed development has provided a unique opportunity to study an area
of land on the northern fringes of medieval Kendal by means of a modern open
area excavation, which has the potential of providing a better understanding of
the development, layout, and activities of this part of the medieval settlement.
To this end; the greatest potential for analysis lies in confirming the phasing and
dating of the archaeological remains, and in studying and comparing features
which can be shown to be of medieval, and of early post-medieval date. The
results of the excavation, when combined with the results of previous and
ongoing archaeological work in Kendal, has the potential to provide an
important insight into the development of both the medieval and post-medieval
townscape.

8.2 MEDIEVAL PERIOD

8.2.1 The fieldwork demonstrated the survival of three distinct groups of medieval
features orientated east/west across the site in a linear fashion at right angles to
Stricklandgate. The best preserved stratigraphy comprised a group of features
along the site’s northern boundary (to the rear of 112 Stricklandgate) within an
area measuring 14m in length by 5m wide, with intercutting medieval features
providing a complex stratigraphic sequence spanning the late twelfth to
sixteenth or seventeenth centuries. Initial pottery analysis suggests two broad
sub-phases: from the late twelfth to fourteenth centuries; and a second phase
from the later fourteenth to seventeenth centuries. Two other east/west aligned
medieval groups each comprised three features; one in the centre of the site (to
the rear of 110 Stricklandgate) dated to the later fourteenth to seventeenth
centuries, and a third along the site’s southern limits (to the rear of 104
Stricklandgate) exclusively dated to the late twelfth to fourteenth centuries.
Post-medieval features and horticultural soil horizons show a continuation of
land-use during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

8.2.2 Most of the features were deeply cut pits. A lack of surviving medieval surfaces
suggests that the site may have been subject to horizontal truncation, and the
remains may consequently have originally been significantly deeper than the
remains recorded.
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8.2.3 The complex intercutting nature of the medieval stratigraphy in the north of the
site in Area B makes it possible to refine the medieval phasing. Pits 216, 222,
242, 244, and 257, the latter three of which were truncated by later medieval
features, contained artefacts exclusively dated to the late twelfth to fourteenth
centuries. Although pits 224 and 248 contained material of a similar date, they
had been cut by pit 255, which produced fourteenth to seventeenth-century
finds from its lower fill. Pits 205, 207, and 209, along the southern boundary of
the site, also produced material dating to the twelfth to fourteenth centuries.
These two pit groups may represent activity within the tails of burgage plots in
the south and north of the site (to the rear of 104 and 112 Stricklandgate
respectively) that would have fronted onto Stricklandgate to the east. Pottery of
the same date recovered from the construction cut and lower fill of stone-lined
latrine 225 seems to reflect an earlier construction date for this feature than that
suggested by pottery from its late medieval rubble backfill. Most of the pits
were shallow, suboval in shape, with varying dimensions, and showed deliberate
Backfilling. An exception was pit 222 which, as suggested by the accumulation
of slumped deposits of natural origin in its base and sides, may have been left
open for some time before eventually being backfilled with a deposit containing
evidence of domestic rubbish including pottery sherds and animal bones.

8.2.4 Ten pits in the north of the site and three in the centre were assigned later
fourteenth to seventeenth-century dates based on stratigraphical relationships
and recovered pottery assemblages; these indicate that these two burgage plots
continued in use well into the late medieval period, and occupied
thenceforward. Most of the pits were of a similar nature as those in the earlier
phase, comprising fairly large oval or subcircular shallow features cut into the
natural subsoil. Pit 248 was much deeper, cut to a depth of 1m, possibly
representing a rubbish pit. An oval stone-lined cut, 239, located in the north-
east corner of the site, was similar in construction to 225; both produced
organic material from their lower fills suggesting they may have been latrines.
Interpretation of the other pits was more problematic; none contained linings to
indicate storage, or deposits to suggest they were of an industrial nature, and
most had been deliberately backfilled. They may represent gravel quarries, as
has been suggested for pits with similar morphologies at Elephant Yard (LUAU
1998a), or domestic rubbish pits, as suggested by discarded animal bones from
some and by the preponderance of domestic wares within their pottery
assemblages.

8.2.5 The three groups of features, comprising mainly pits between 15m and 25m
from the road frontage, probably lay within the tails of three separate burgage
plots, and probably related to the medieval development of Stricklandgate. The
earliest cartographic evidence for the town dates to 1611. Speed's map of that
year, although fairly schematic, depicted this part of the Stricklandgate frontage
as continuously built-up (Fig 2). There is a lack of direct evidence for the
density and character of settlement there in any earlier period, but Winchester
has demonstrated that seventeenth and eighteenth-century title deeds
consistently described properties in Stricklandgate as 'burgages', and he argues
that the basic layout of the urban core, at least, is likely to have remained stable
since the fourteenth century or earlier (Winchester 1979, 9). The activity at
110-112 Stricklandgate appears to be of a similar nature and broadly
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contemporary with the activity recorded within a burgage plot in recent
excavations at Elephant Yard (LUAU 1998a) less than 100m to the south,
which also produced structural evidence in the form of stone walls and clay
floors. Elephant Yard similarly had no evidence of any formalised boundaries
between the burgage plots, such as hedges, small banks, or fences. It is assumed
that they may have been insubstantial structures or may have been truncated.
The distribution of the pits appears to demonstrate groups that seem to
correlate with modern property boundaries; it is notable that, although all three
groups of medieval features recorded in the excavation lay within the open land
behind the modern buildings, they fell within the projected modern-day
boundary lines of the properties of 104, 110, and 112 Stricklandgate, suggesting
that these boundaries may have had medieval origins.

8.3 POST-MEDIEVAL PERIOD

8.3.1 Cartographic sources illustrate the development of Stricklandgate throughout
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, reflecting the expansion of the town. At
this time, areas which had been peripheral to the main focus of the medieval
town (centring on the market place) began to be developed and the burgage
plots to the rear of the street gradually became infilled, as population pressure
increased.

8.3.2 There was less intensive archaeological activity for this period at the site,
possibly suggesting that the settlement was focused closer to the street frontage
or that there had been truncation of post-medieval features. This may reflect
changes in the way the yards were used, for instance the introduction of internal
lavatories or lavatories close to the houses. This is supported by the distribution
of the few post-medieval features which were located in the east of the site. The
volume of post-medieval pottery recovered from layer 202, and well 227,
however, confirms the presence of settlement activity in the immediate vicinity;
a large number of eighteenth century pottery sherds were found during
excavation of 11m² of layer 202, together with residual late seventeenth century
and medieval wares, suggesting some degree of churning which confirms the
interpretation of this layer as a cultivation horizon.

8.4 ARTEFACTUAL POTENTIAL

8.4.1 Medieval and Post-medieval Pottery: very little medieval pottery has ever been
published from Cumbria as a whole, and the paucity of good assemblages has
been highlighted both by McCarthy and Brooks (1988) and by English Heritage
(Mellor 1994). The Stricklandgate excavation has produced an assemblage of
stratified material, which, despite containing few diagnostic features of
individual vessels, has some potential to provide further information on the
medieval ceramic traditions in Kendal. This is especially the case, given the
number of archaeological excavations in Kendal over the past few years, which
have created an increasing body of medieval pottery. Similarly, whilst it is
unlikely that the analysis of the medieval pottery will provide close dating within
the site, the detailed site matrix may help to establish some relative dates within
the assemblage, which can be transferred to other sites. The recovery of pottery
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from deposits across three burgage properties also offers some potential to
compare the activity on these plots.

8.4.2 Whilst there are relatively few significant post-medieval contexts from the
excavations that produced pottery, there is a potential to discern the evolution
from medieval to post-medieval ceramic traditions from stratigraphically datable
deposits.

8.5 OTHER FINDS

8.5.1 Clay Pipes: the clay tobacco pipe fragments recovered were all stems, and most
of them were plain and undiagnostic. However, one had basic decoration, and
another had a manufacturer’s stamp and is thought to be of Dutch manufacture.
There is some potential for further research to identify the manufacturer, and
gain more information about Dutch clay pipes imported into Britain. This pipe
stem should also be illustrated, showing the stamp in full.

8.5.2 Industrial Debris: material was recovered in small quantities, and is likely to
reflect routine blacksmithing on site. Nowhere was the stratified material in
close association with hearths, or in quantities that might suggest specialist
activity; this would suggest that this reflected the accidental importation of
residues from elsewhere. A note of the presence or absence of industrial debris
within stratigraphic deposits, and the type of residue represented, however,
should be made.

8.5.3 In the absence of specialist retrieval methods being employed during the
excavation for the collection of industrial debris and hammerscale, the entire
assemblage of industrial debris comprised just one fragment of smithing waste
from secondary iron-working, collected during the excavation of fill 213 of pit
214. The small quantity recovered precludes the potential to make any
meaningful further interpretation of the site.

8.5.4 Other artefacts will constitute little to an interpretation of the site.

8.6 ENVIRONMENTAL POTENTIAL

8.6.1 Animal Bone: the assemblage has only limited potential to inform us of the
husbandry practices and consumption patterns associated with the town during
these periods, due to the extremely small sample size of the assemblage. No
further analysis is recommended as part of a report specific to this site.
However, the assemblage does have value if considered as part of a larger
assemblage from Kendal as a whole, and, therefore, should be retained.

8.6.2 Plant Remains: the three samples from the fills of pits 225, 233, and 255
should be subject to further analysis of the plant remains, as little is known
about the diet and environment of medieval Kendal and these have the potential
to provide such data. The fish bone should also be sent to a specialist for
identification to see whether freshwater fish from the river Kent or marine fish
from Morecambe Bay were being eaten. The flots are should be examined by
the relevant specialist to investigate the presence of intestinal parasite eggs in
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the cess, thus providing information regarding the health and hygiene of the
population of Kendal.

8.7 REGIONAL PRIORITIES

8.7.1 The following section highlights aspects of the results from the Stricklandgate
excavation which are considered to be of particular significance in the context
of the archaeology of North-West England.

8.7.2 The excavation has demonstrated that although this area lay towards the edge
of the main focus of medieval Kendal, significant activity was taking place on
the site during the medieval period. There was no structural evidence for
occupation on the site, but the activity was typical of that expected within
burgage tails. Twenty-one medieval features, predominantly quarry and rubbish
pits, and two stone-lined latrines were recorded at the site. Based on the
ceramics the features represent two broad phases of activity from the late
twelfth to fourteenth centuries and later fourteenth to seventeenth centuries.

8.7.3 The fieldwork has produced a large assemblage of well-stratified medieval
pottery, which will further enhance the collection from the town. Some of the
pits contained organic material which provides environmental data relating to
the medieval character of the town, as well as the contents and functions of
individual pits.

8.7.4 One of the major facets in the development of the North West during the post-
Norman Conquest period was the growth of medieval urbanism, linked as it was
to the development of a monetary economy. The growth of towns gathered
pace during the post-medieval period when populations rose rapidly, resulting in
the infilling of the previously open burgage tails. Issues relating to these themes
are raised in the regional resource assessment, currently being compiled as part
of the English Heritage sponsored Regional Research Framework. The results
of the excavation, particularly for the medieval period, and when combined with
the results of previous and ongoing work in Kendal, will clearly contribute to
some of these themes.
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9. UPDATED RESEARCH AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

9.1 ORIGINAL RESEARCH AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

9.1.1 The original academic aims and objectives was specified in Section 2 of the
project design for the excavation (OA North 2002), and reiterated in Section 4
(this report).

9.2 UPDATED RESEARCH AIMS

9.2.1 The following general aims can be identified as achievable from an assessment
of the material and artefactual records of 110 and 112 Stricklandgate:

• to elucidate the development and chronological history of the site;

• to integrate the results with the findings of previous excavations on the site,
and with previous excavations adjacent to the site;

• to contribute to the existing archaeological knowledge of medieval and
post-medieval Kendal, to its domestic and commercial layout, and pattern
of development, with an emphasis on the development of Stricklandgate;

• to contribute to the understanding of medieval and post-medieval urban
development in the region.

9.3 SPECIFIC UPDATED RESEARCH AIMS

9.3.1 This section follows the guidance of English Heritage regarding the formulation
of updated research aims (English Heritage 1997, 2-3). This recommends that it
is useful to treat aims as major themes or goals to which specific objectives
contribute, and think of these aims and objectives as questions.

9.3.2 Updated Research Aim 1: What is the nature and date of the medieval
settlement in this part of Kendal?

Objective 1: What is the character and nature of medieval activity on the site?

Objective 2: Is it possible to provide appropriate study of, and comparison
between, groups of phased pit features?

Objective 3: What is the evidence for land division within the area of the site?

Objective 4: Are there any property boundaries present and what is the
implication of their presence?

Objective 5: Are there comparisons and contrasts between the activities within
the three burgage plots identified on the site?

Objective 6: Can the stratigraphic sequence be refined by a study of the
medieval pottery?

Objective 7: Is it possible to discern the evolution from medieval to post-
medieval ceramic traditions from stratigraphically datable deposits?
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Objective 8: Is it possible to elucidate our understanding of the local
environment, and the diet, health, and hygiene of the local population of
medieval Kendal?

Objective 9: Is there evidence for industrial activity of the site in this period?

Objective 10: Can the study of the artefacts, mainly comprising the pottery
assemblage, shed light on trading links in the region in the medieval period?

Objective 11: Is it possible to enhance our understanding of the development of
medieval land-use of the subject site and how it may relate to activity on
adjacent sites?

9.3.3 Updated Research Aim 2: What is the nature of post-medieval settlement in
this part of Kendal?

Objective 1: What is the character and nature of post-medieval activity on the
site?

Objective 2: Is it possible to elucidate our understanding of the local
environment, and the diet, health, and hygiene of the local population of post-
medieval Kendal by further study of environmental samples retrieved from the
eighteenth century well?
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10. METHOD STATEMENT

10.1 INTRODUCTION

10.1.1 The following tasks are required to fulfil the revised research aims outlined in
Section 9. This will require a programme of analysis, followed by the
preparation of an appropriate text for publication.

10.2 INFORMATION AND REVIEW

10.2.1 It is proposed that regular review meetings should be held to monitor the
progress of the analysis, and to keep all parties informed. In addition, OA North
will liase continuously with the specialists undertaking work and ensure that
updated reports on their progress are presented, when appropriate, at regular
review sessions.

10.3 PHASING, STRATIGRAPHY AND SITE DESCRIPTIONS

10.3.1 The data from all the sites with some potential will need to be further analysed
so that updated phase plans can be prepared. An outline stratigraphic
framework has been produced for this assessment but this will need to be
refined, and detail added. In the course of this analysis amendments to site
stratigraphic matrices will require some recasting of these to conform to the
amended periods and sub-phasing, and to include those contexts, the phasing of
which could not be resolved at the assessment stage.

10.3.2 It is considered essential that specialists should be able to commence work on
the artefact and ecofact assemblages without undue delay. The stratigraphy and
matrices will therefore be completed as soon as possible, to allow information to
be disseminated. On completion of this work, the site database will require
updating and amending, and will then be provided digitally for the use of
specialists. An analytical text will be drafted for the specialists to cover the
stratigraphic sequences. As required, all necessary material will be transported
to specialists. Phase plans, and selected plans and sections from the site, will be
digitised and drafts prepared for use by the specialists.

10.3.3 Further amendments to the database will be required when the specialists
complete their updated reports and dating evidence will also be incorporated.
The detailed analytical text of the stratigraphic information will then be written
for the final report and relevant plans and sections prepared for integration into
the final report.

10.3.4 Data will be compiled from previous excavations from the vicinity of this
project. Also, cartographic and documentary evidence will be consulted in order
to determine the background information required to present coherent data on
the historical and topographical  background to the site.
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10.4 ARTEFACTS

10.4.1 Medieval pottery: the material will be fully quantified and recorded, and fabric
and illustrated form series will be prepared in the conventional fashion and
accompanied by discussion with regard to dating and supply. The ceramic
analysis will also address comparisons with other ceramic assemblages from
sites in Kendal. Comparison will be made with pottery assemblages from
deposits across the three burgage properties, to compare activity on these plots.

10.4.2 Post-medieval pottery: the material will be fully quantified and recorded, and
fabric and illustrated form series will be prepared in the conventional fashion
and accompanied by discussion with regard to dating and supply. The
discussion section of the report will also consider the evolution from medieval
to post-medieval ceramic traditions.

10.4.3 Clay pipes: these will be catalogued for inclusion into the published report, and
the Dutch clay pipe stem will be illustrated. Its provenance will also be
researched.

10.4.4 Industrial debris and iron objects: the small quantity of industrial debris
recovered from the site reflects accidental importation of residues from
elsewhere and does not have the potential for further research. However, a brief
discussion of its presence within the stratigraphic record, and the type of residue
represented, will be included within the published report. The iron objects will
be X-rayed, and catalogued for a note to be included in the published report.

10.5 ENVIRONMENTAL EVIDENCE

10.5.1 Charred and waterlogged plant remains: in total, six samples were selected
and processed from the seven taken on site, five of them from medieval features
and one from an eighteenth century well. Representative samples from the
resulting flots were assessed to inform on the potential for further
environmental analysis of the flots. Samples from the fills of three of the
medieval pits (225, 233, and 255) will be taken to full analysis of the plant
remains, to provide valuable information about the diet and environment of
medieval Kendal, and the status of the inhabitants in the vicinity of the site.

10.5.2 Intestinal parasites: the sample flots will be looked at by the relevant specialist
to investigate the presence of intestinal parasite eggs, thus providing
information regarding the health and hygiene of the population of Kendal.

10.5.3 Animal bone: as an individual assemblage, the animal bone recovered during
the excavation has little potential and therefore will not be further analysed.
However, a brief discussion of its presence within the stratigraphic record, and
the type of residue represented, will be included within the published report
Also, scope does remain for its possible future analysis as part of a larger
assemblage from adjacent Kendal sites, and therefore the collection should be
retained.

10.5.4 Fish bone: further analysis of fish bones by a relevant specialist, for
saltwater/freshwater species identification, will be undertaken. This may inform
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on the sources of local fish, with emphasis on local freshwater fish stocks from
the river Kent or marine fish from Morecambe Bay.

10.6 ILLUSTRATION

10.6.1 During each part of the analytical programme, a selection will be made of
appropriate material for illustration. This will cover general plans, phase plans,
and artefacts. Experienced illustrators, using standard conventions, will compile
these illustrations, either digitally for the plans, or manually as appropriate.

10.7 PUBLICATION TEXT

10.7.1 Following the completion of the full analysis of all the stratigraphic and
artefactual evidence, a text suitable for publication either as an article in the
Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and
Archaeological Society, or as a contribution to a volume on the archaeology of
Kendal, will be drawn up. This will be in the format described in Section 12, and
will incorporate as necessary any information from comparable excavations.
This text will be submitted to internal revision, and will be submitted to all
specialists after editing, for their comments. The edited text will be submitted to
an external referee for formal academic review. Following incorporation of the
referee’s and other comments the text will be copy edited, ready for publication.
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11. PUBLICATION SYNOPSIS

11.1 INTRODUCTION

11.1.1 Following the analysis and interpretation of the 2003 excavation results, a text
will be prepared suitable for publication as a journal article in the Transactions
of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological and
Society, or as a contribution to a volume on the archaeology of Kendal.

11.2 THE STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

11.2.1 The following section represents a likely breakdown of the proposed
publication. The publication article will address the revised and updated
research aims and objectives detailed in Section 9.

11.2.2 The text will be supported by a number of graphics, comprising line drawings
and photographs to illustrate the evidence, tables to summarise data and, where
appropriate, interpretative phase drawings.  Specialists will work closely
together in order to facilitate integration of material categories. The finished
text will aim to present a high degree of integration between both finds
categories and the structural/stratigraphical history of the site.

11.3 OUTLINE SYNOPSIS

THE EXCAVATION BACKGROUND

Circumstances of the project/site location 500 words

Historical Background 500 words

Archaeological Background 500 words

RESULTS

Medieval (early features) 1000 words

Medieval (late features) 1000 words

Post-Medieval 500 words

FINDS AND ENVIRONMENTAL EVIDENCE

Ceramics 1000 words

Other finds 500 words

The environmental evidence 500 words

CONCLUSIONS 1000 words

BIBLIOGRAPHY

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 100 words
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12. RESOURCES AND PROGRAMMING

12.1 PROJECT TEAM

12.1.1 The project team will consist mainly of OA North internal staff with some input
from external specialists. The quality assurance for the project will be
maintained by OA North Director Rachel Newman, and Dr Alan Lupton will
provide liaison and co-ordination by advising on aspects concerning the
fieldwork and management. The project will be managed by Jamie
Quartermaine, Senior Project Manager.

12.1.2 The following Oxford Archaeology North and Oxford Archaeology staff will
work on the project:

Mark Bagwell Project Officer MB

Andrew Bates Project Supervisor (animal bone) AB

Emma Carter Illustrator EC

Jo Dawson Finds Assistant (other finds) JD

Christine Howard-Davis Senior Project Officer/Finds Specialist
(other finds)

CHD

Elizabeth Huckerby Senior Environmentalist
(environmental data)

EH

Harry Kenward Environmental Specialist (Intestinal
parasites)

HK

Dr Alan Lupton Operations Manager AL

Ian Miller Project Manager (ceramics) IM

Rachel Newman Director OA North RN

Rebecca Nicholson Environmental Specialist (fish bones)

Adam Parsons Illustrator AP

Jamie Quartermaine Senior Project Manager JQ

12.2 MANAGEMENT

12.2.1 OA North places importance on the tight and effective management of the post-
excavation stages of projects in order to deliver best value to our clients. An
element of time is provided to on-going quality assurance and internal
monitoring. This is part of our internal quality assurance system and ensures the
prompt delivery of the agreed report on time and budget. Regular meetings are
planned into the task in order that the representatives of the client will be kept
fully informed of the progress of the work.

12.2.3 Communication between the OA North team and the external specialists
concerned in the post-excavation programme is of great importance and
specialists are encouraged to be involved closely in order that comparable data
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are obtained. In order to facilitate this, OA North will liase frequently with
specialists in order that information is shared and disseminated.

12.2.4 In addition to the internal team structure, quality standards will be maintained
by an external referee, who will appraise the quality of the report prior to
publication.

12.3 HEALTH AND SAFETY

12.3.1 All Oxford Archaeology North post-excavation work will be carried out under
relevant Health and Safety Legislation, including Health and Safety at Work Act
(1974). A copy of the Oxford Archaeology Health and Safety Policy can be
supplied on request. The nature of the work means that the requirements of the
following legislation are particularly relevant:

Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations (1992) – offices and finds
processing areas.

Manual Handling Operations Regulations (1992) – transport of bulk finds and
samples.

Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations (1992) – use of
computers for word-processing and database work.

COSSH (1998)  - finds conservation and environmental processing/analysis.

12.4 TASK LIST

12.4.1 The project has been broken down into a series of tasks, which are set out in the
Task List in Appendix 6.

12.5 TOTAL COSTS

12.5.1 The total costs for the publication stage are set out in the Financial Breakdown
section in Appendix 7.

12.5.2 External specialists have been asked to quote rates fixed for the duration of the
contract, and therefore the costs given for specialist work will also be fixed until
November 2005.
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APPENDIX 1
PROJECT DESIGN

Oxford

Archaeology

North

July 2002

YARDS 110 AND 112, STRICKLANDGATE,
KENDAL,
CUMBRIA

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION

Proposals
The following project design is offered in response to a request from Mr John Asplin,
for an archaeological excavation in advance of the proposed development of land to
the rear of Yards 110 and 112, Stricklandgate, Kendal, Cumbria.
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1 BACKGROUND

1.1 Circumstances of Project

1.1.1 A planning application has been submitted to South Lakeland District Council for a
residential development consisting of 15 flats and five houses on land to the rear of yards
110 and 112, Stricklandgate, Cumbria in August 2001. The proposed development affects
an area (c 1000m2) of archaeological potential as evidenced by recent evaluation (OA North
2001).

1.1.2 As a result of the evaluation, Cumbria County Archaeology Service (CCCAS) has
recommended that an archaeological excavation of part of the site is necessary in order to
mitigate the impact of the proposed development, followed by a post-excavation assessment
and, subsequently, analysis and publication of the results. The following document
represents a project design to undertake the excavation of the site as defined in a brief
supplied by the CCCAS.

1.1.3 The subject site is an area of c 0.1ha, lying 25m west of the Stricklandgate street frontage,
which stands towards the northern edge of the commercial centre of Kendal. Surrounding
properties to the rear of the frontage are occupied by a variety of small businesses.
Stricklandgate forms the main route out of the town to the north.

1.1.4 The development of Kendal through the medieval period can be seen through fragmentary
documentary records and small-scale archaeological interventions. The settlement of
Kirkland, at the southern end of the medieval town, is recorded in Domesday (Chechebi,
1086 - Faull and Stinson 1986), from which it may be inferred that the mother church of the
area had developed here. The settlement became the centre of a Norman barony in the later
eleventh century, although there is evidence in Domesday Book of an earlier estate centred
further north (probably on either Strickland Ketel or Strickland Roger; Winchester 1979).
Richard I granted a Saturday market in 1189, and at some time between 1222 and 1246
William of Lancaster III, the lord of the manor, confirmed borough status on a settlement
which seems to have been encouraged to the north of Kirkland (Munby 1985). The
document implies that it was simply confirming an existing situation and that, by the date of
the charter, the inhabitants of Kendal considered themselves burgesses of a fully functioning
urban centre.

1.1.5 The morphology of the settlement as seen in early maps (the earliest is Speed of 1611)
suggests that there was a considerable element of deliberate planning of the streets of the
medieval town. The contrast between the winding course of Kirkland, round the church (and
the presumed site of the pre-Norman settlement), and the long straight streets of Highgate,
Stricklandgate and Stramongate, on the northern side of the Blind Beck, is striking. These
streets demonstrate all the attributes of deliberate urban planning, with narrow burgage plots
extending back from the street frontage, and all three converge on the market place. This
would appear to have once been much larger than today, incorporating Finkle Street, but
whether it extended across Highgate to the west (as has been suggested by, for instance,
John Marsh (pers comm)) is more debatable.

1.1.6 Archaeological interventions have been for the most part very small-scale, but have
nevertheless produced a wealth of information about the development of the medieval town.
Excavations in Highgate (Newman forthcoming) have demonstrated that the land behind the
street frontage remained open until the impact of the population explosion documented in
the later seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and that even potentially medieval
thoroughfares, such as Collin Croft, were not developed until the post-medieval period. In
contrast, excavations on the site of the Westmorland Shopping Centre (ibid) demonstrated
an unbroken sequence of occupation from at least the fourteenth century onwards, some 13m
from the street frontage. In contrast again, work on the site of 65 Stricklandgate (ibid)
identified medieval stratigraphy immediately below the suspended floor of the modern
building, which would have been destroyed completely if the building had been demolished
in an unsympathetic manner. Recent more extensive work at Elephant Yard, less than 80m
south of the proposed development area, identified clay floors, hearths and pits associated
with a medieval tenement (LUAU 1997; 1998a; 1998b).
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1.1.7 In the recent evaluation of the proposed development site two machine-excavated trenches
and one hand-dug test pit were cut down to the level of naturally-deposited sands and
gravels, and the archaeological features revealed were sample excavated by hand. Two pits
and a vertical-sided cut feature were found clustered at the northern end of Trench 1. No
other features were revealed, although a probable cultivation horizon containing a large
number of sherds of medieval pottery was excavated in Trench 3.

1.1.8 The backfill within two of the three archaeological features found in Trench 1 contained
small fragments of twelfth to fourteenth century medieval pottery, and no later finds. One of
the features may represent a storage pit or pit related to a craft or industrial activity, whilst a
second may be either a foundation trench from which building materials have been removed,
or a rectangular pit. The third feature extended beyond the limit of excavation and had also
been partially cut away by later activity, and insufficient remains survived for accurate
interpretation. The three features were probably the product of medieval activity in the rear
of tenement plots fronting onto Stricklandgate.

1.2 Oxford Archaeology North (OA North)

1.2.1 OA North has considerable experience of the evaluation and excavation of sites of all
periods, having undertaken a great number of small and large scale projects throughout
Northern England during the past 20 years, including work in Carlisle, Appleby, Kendal,
Penrith, and other towns in Cumbria. Evaluations, assessments, watching briefs and
excavations have taken place within the planning process, to fulfil the requirements of
clients and planning authorities, to very rigorous timetables. OA North is an Institute of
Field Archaeologists (IFA) registered organisation, number 17, and all its members of staff
operate subject to the IFA Code of Conduct.

1.2.2 OA North has particular experience of the archaeology of the Kendal area, having
undertaken almost all of the archaeological assessments, evaluations, excavations and
watching briefs in and around the town in the last 20 years. In addition, OA North is
currently contracted to undertake the forthcoming archaeological work relating to the
redevelopment of the Westmorland Gazette site to the south of the proposed development
area at the rear of Yards 110 and 112 Stricklandgate.

1.3 Archive Deposition

1.3.1 The results of the excavation will form the basis of a full archive to professional standards,
in accordance with current English Heritage guidelines (The Management of
Archaeological Projects, 2nd edition, 1991) and the Guidelines for the Preparation of
Excavation Archives for Long Term Storage (UKIC 1990). The project archive represents
the collation and indexing of all the data and material gathered during the course of the
project. The deposition of a properly ordered and indexed project archive in an appropriate
repository is considered an essential and integral element of all archaeological projects by
the IFA in that organisation's code of conduct.

1.3.2 The paper archive for the archaeological work undertaken at the site should be deposited
with the Cumbria Record Office (here at Kendal) and the finds with Kendal Museum, as this
is the nearest museum which meets Museums and Galleries Commission (1992) criteria for
the long term storage of archaeological material. Negotiations with Kendal Museum will be
commenced immediately upon award of contract.

1.3.3 Except for items subject to the Treasure Act, all artefacts found during the course of the
project will be donated to the receiving museum.

1.3.4 A synthesis (in the form of the index to the archive and a copy of the publication report) will
be deposited with the Cumbria Sites and Monuments Record.
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2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

2.1 Academic Aims

2.1.1 The main research aim of the excavation, given the commercial nature of the development,
will be to characterise the survival of the archaeological remains on the site.

2.1.2 Another major aim of the work will be to further understanding of the development of
medieval land-use of this part of Kendal.

2.1.3 If archaeological deposits pertaining to the post-medieval periods have not been truncated,
another aim would be to further understanding of the site during this period.

2.2 Objective

2.2.1 The objective of the project is twofold: firstly, to excavate as much of the development area
as is possible given the constraints of health and safety, and secondly, to relate the findings
to the previous excavations adjacent to the site and to the larger-scale picture of medieval
(and if relevant, post-medieval) urban development in the region.

2.3 Post-Excavation and Report Production

2.3.1 The site records, finds and any samples from the excavation programme outlined below will
form a checked and ordered site archive as outlined in the English Heritage guideline
document Management of Archaeological Projects (2nd edition, 1991b) (hereafter MAP 2).
Following compilation of the project archive a report will be produced assessing the
potential of the archive (including the paper archive, the finds archive and any
palaeoenvironmental samples that are taken) for further analysis as defined in MAP 2
Appendix 4. This post-excavation assessment report will make recommendations for further
analysis and publication of the results, as appropriate.

3 METHODS STATEMENT

3.1 The following work programme is submitted in line with the aims and objectives
summarised above.

3.2 Prior to the fieldwork commencing OA North will contact the client to obtain any
information relating to live services on the site.

3.3 Fieldwork

3.3.1 Following demolition of the standing building in the area of evaluation Trench 1 down to
the top of the floor slab, the floor surface will be broken out mechanically and an area of
16m x 16m cleaned down to the top of the first significant archaeological layer. In the
garden area, the site of evaluation Trench 3, the topsoil will also be removed mechanically
from a 11m x 11m area down to the top of truncated medieval layer 109.

3.3.2 Excavation of the uppermost levels of modern overburden/demolition material will be
undertaken in successive, level spits, by a machine fitted with a toothless ditching bucket to
the top of the first significant archaeological level. The work will be supervised by a suitably
experienced archaeologist. Spoil will stored adjacent to the excavation areas in the area of
the former car park to the rear of yards 110 and 112; it should be noted that it is assumed
that for the duration of the excavation this area will not be needed for car parking by any of
the adjacent properties.

3.3.3 Thereafter, the areas will be cleaned by hand; except for any large homogenous deposits
which are suitable for excavation by machine (see Section 3.3.5 below). Pits and postholes
will be subject to a 50% by volume controlled stratigraphic excavation, with the remainder
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of the feature, should it prove necessary to be removed in entirety, excavated quickly
keeping only that dating evidence which is securely derived from the feature in question.

3.3.4 Linear cut features, such as ditches and gullies, will be subject to a 20% by volume
controlled stratigraphic excavation, with the excavation concentrating on any terminals and
intersections with other features which would provide important stratigraphic information.
As with pits and postholes, should it prove necessary to remove the remainder of the feature
to expose underlying features and/or deposits, it will be excavated quickly keeping only that
dating evidence which is securely derived from the feature in question.

3.3.5 Extensive linear deposits or homogeneous spreads of material, such as the truncated
medieval plough soil 109 in the area of evaluation Trench 3, will be sample excavated by
hand to a maximum of 10% by volume. If features/deposits are revealed which need to be
removed and which are suitable for machine excavation, such as large scale dump deposits
or substantial linear cut features, then they would be sample excavated to confirm their
homogeneity before being removed by machine.

3.3.6 Structural remains will be excavated manually to define their extent, nature, form and,
where possible, date. Any hearths and/or internal features will be 100% sample excavated to
provide information on their date and function, and the extent of any associated floor
surfaces will be determined.

3.3.7 It should be noted that no archaeological deposits will be entirely removed from the site
unless their excavation is necessary to reveal other features and/or deposits. If the excavation
is to proceed below a depth of 1.2m then the sides will be stepped in. Cut features identified
against the edges of the excavation will not be excavated below a safe working limit of 1.2m
unless it is confirmed by the Assistant Archaeologist that they are of exceptional
importance. In such cases, if shoring is required then the costs for this will be derived from
the contingency sum outlined below in Section 6.

3.3.8 Should any particularly deep-cut feature, such as a well pit, be revealed this will be
manually excavated to 1.2m. Thereafter, if the Assistant Archaeologist wishes to see the
further excavation of any such feature, this could be achieved by reducing the general area
of the feature (ie. a 1m 'cordon' around the feature) using a machine to allow further safe
manual excavation. It should be noted, however, that recourse to such a methodology would
incur additional costs which would be derived from the contingency sum.

3.3.9 All information identified in the course of the site works will be recorded stratigraphically,
using a system, adapted from that used by the Centre for Archaeology Service of English
Heritage, with sufficient pictorial record (plans, sections and both black and white and
colour photographs) to identify and illustrate individual features. Primary records will be
available for inspection at all times.

3.3.10 Results of all field investigations will be recorded on pro forma context sheets. The site
archive will include both a photographic record and accurate large scale plans and sections
at an appropriate scale (1:20 and 1:10). All artefacts and ecofacts will be recorded using the
same system, and, following on-site processing, will be handled and stored according to
standard practice (following current Institute of Field Archaeologists guidelines) in order to
minimise deterioration.

3.3.11 Environmental samples (bulk samples of 30 litres volume, to be sub-sampled at a later
stage) will be collected from suitable deposits (ie. the deposits are reasonably well dated and
are from contexts the derivation of which can be understood with a degree of confidence).

3.3.12 Samples will also be collected for technological, pedological and chronological analysis as
appropriate. If necessary, access to conservation advice and facilities can be made available.
OA North maintains close relationships with Ancient Monuments Laboratory staff at the
Universities of Durham and York and, in addition, employs artefact and palaeoecology
specialists with considerable expertise in the investigation, excavation and finds
management of sites of all periods and types, who are readily available for consultation.

3.3.13 The position of the excavation will be recorded using a Total Station. The information will
be tied in to OD.
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3.3.14 The results of the recent evaluation suggests that human remains are not present on the site.
However, should human remains be discovered they will be recorded using OA North's
skeleton recording forms. The grave cut and/or coffin and contents will be recorded in plan
at 1:20. Significant details of any grave goods, should they be discovered, will be planned at
1:10. Photography will be used to provide a further detailed record of the skeleton. The
removal of such remains will be carried out with due care and sensitivity under Home Office
Licence as required by the Burials Act 1857.

3.3.15 Any gold and silver artefacts recovered during the course of the excavation will be removed
to a safe place and reported to the local Coroner according to the procedures relating to the
Treasure Act, 1996.

3.4 Other Matters

3.4.1 Access to the site will be arranged via the Client.

3.4.2 The excavation area will be protected from public access by hoarding (to be erected by the
demolition contractor).

3.4.3 Spoil removed from the excavation will be stored in the same area as the spoil removed in
the initial machining of the site. Removal of the spoil from the site on completion of the
excavation will be the responsibility of the client.

3.4.4 On-site accommodation, in the form of an office space/messing facility, a tool store, and a
portaloo will be provided by OA North. These will be located adjacent to the excavation.

3.4.5 The client is asked to provide OA North with information relating to the position of live
services on the site. OA North will use a cable detecting tool in advance of any machine
excavation.

3.4.6 Normal OA North working hours are between 9.00 am and 5.00 pm, Monday to Friday,
though adjustments to hours may be made to maximise daylight working time in winter and
to meet travel requirements. It is not normal practice for OA North staff to be asked to work
weekends or bank holidays and should the client require such time to be worked during the
course of a project a contract variation to cover additional costs will be necessary.

3.5 Health and Safety

3.5.1 OA North provides a Health and Safety Statement for all projects and maintains a Unit
Safety policy. All site procedures are in accordance with the guidance set out in the Health
and Safety Manual compiled by the Standing Conference of Archaeological Unit Managers
(1991). OA North will liase with the client to ensure all health and safety regulations are
met. A risk assessment will be completed in advance of any on-site works.

3.6 Post-Excavation Assessment

3.6.1 Following completion of the fieldwork, the results will be collated and the site archive
completed in accordance with English Heritage MAP 2, Appendix 3. A post-excavation
assessment of the archive and the resource implications of the potential further analysis will
be undertaken. The stratigraphic data and the finds assemblage will be quantified and
assessed, and the environmental samples processed and a brief assessment of their potential
for further analysis made. The assessment results will be presented within a post-excavation
assessment report which will make recommendations for a schedule, timescale and
programme of analysis in accordance with MAP2 Appendix 4.

3.7 Analysis

3.7.1 A provisional programme of post-excavation analysis is anticipated. The extent of the
programme, however, can only be reliably established on completion of the post-excavation-
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assessment report. Section 6 covers the estimated costs of the analysis. The proposed
programme anticipates both analysis of the site stratigraphy and the artefactual/ecofactual
evidence leading to the production of a final report.

3.8 Publication

3.8.1 It is anticipated that the results of the excavation will be worthy of publication. If possible,
the publication text will be prepared in a suitable form for inclusion either as a journal
article in the Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and
Archaeological Society or as part of a larger monograph on the recent excavations in
Kendal, for which OA North are currently seeking funding from English Heritage.

4 RESOURCES AND PROGRAMMING

4.1 Staff Proposals

4.1.1 Day to day management of the project will be undertaken by Alan Lupton PhD MIFA (OA
North Project Manager) to whom all correspondence should be addressed. Alan was
responsible for the publication of the work undertaken on the Elephant Yard site, and the
recent evaluations of Chapel Lane, Kirkland and the rear of Yards 110 and 112,
Stricklandgate. In addition, Alan will be managing the forthcoming work at the
Westmorland Gazette site.

4.1.2 The excavation will be directed by Richard Heawood, MIFA (OA North project officer).
Richard is an experienced field archaeologist who has undertaken supervision of numerous
small- and large-scale evaluation and excavation projects, including the recent evaluation of
the area of the rear of Yards 110 and 112, Stricklandgate.

4.1.3 Richard will be assisted by a site supervisor, together with a team of three archaeological
assistants.

4.1.4 The processing and analysis of any palaeoenvironmental samples will be carried out by
Elizabeth Huckerby BA, MSc (OA North project officer), who has extensive experience of
the palaeoecology of the North West, having been one of the principal
palaeoenvironmentalists in the English Heritage-funded North West Wetlands Survey.

4.1.5 Assessment of any finds from the excavation will be undertaken by Sean McPhillips BA.
Sean has worked as a finds supervisor for English Heritage and MOLAS on a number of
occasions and has extensive knowledge concerning finds. Assessment of any medieval
pottery will be undertaken by Ian Miller (OA North project officer), who also commented
on the pottery from the recent work at the Elephant yard site.

4.2 Programming

4.2.1 A four week period is required to carry out the excavation of the combined 377m2 area. This
will commence with an initial three day period during which the modern
overburden/demolition material will be removed by machine under archaeological
supervision; this process will be undertaken by the excavation director. Thereafter, the team
will be increased to a total of four persons by the addition of three site assistants. This team
will be on-site for a maximum of three weeks. Volunteer help, should it be forthcoming, will
not exceed three persons.

 4.2.2 Processing and analysis of palaeoenvironmental samples is dependent on the number of
samples taken and can not be predicted at this stage, but will be appraised at the assessment
stage.

4.2.3 The project archive will be compiled and a MAP 2-style assessment report/updated project
design will be produced within six months of the completion of the excavation fieldwork. A
copy will be sent to the client and a further two copies to the Assistant Archaeologist. The
assessment report/updated project design will outline any requirement for further analysis of
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the excavation archive, naming all the specialists to be involved in the post-excavation
analysis, and will summarise proposals for eventual publication of the excavation results.

5. PROJECT MONITORING

5.1 The project will be monitored by the Assistant Archaeologist, who will be kept informed of
commencement of the work.

5.2 A preliminary meeting/discussion will be held with the Assistant Archaeologist at the
commencement of the project. Further meetings/discussions will be held during the course
of the fieldwork, on completion of the fieldwork and commencement of the assessment, on
completion of the assessment, and on completion of the analysis and final publication report
detailing the results of the excavation.

5.3 OA North will ensure that any significant results are brought to the attention of the Client
and the Assistant Archaeologist as soon as is practically possible.
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APPENDIX 2
CONTEXT LIST

Context Form Description Phase/
Trench

100 Cut Cut of modern sewer 1
101 Fill Fill of 100 1
102 Deposit Machined overburden 1
103 Fill Fill of 104 1
104 Cut Vertical-sided cut 1
105 Fill Fill of pit 106 1
106 Cut Pit 1
107 Deposit Topsoil 3
108 Deposit Deposit 3
109 Deposit Cultivation Horizon 3
110 Deposit Natural sand and gravel 3
111 Fill Fill of 115 3
112 Fill Fill of 115 3
113 Fill Fill of 115 3
114 Fill Fill of 115 3
115 Cut Pit 3
116 Deposit Layer 3
117 Deposit Modern overburden 2
200 Deposit Topsoil 4
201 Deposit Post-medieval made-ground 4
202 Deposit Post-medieval horticultural soil 3
203 Deposit Natural subsoil -
204 Fill Fill of 205, loose brown-grey sandy silt 1
205 Cut Subcircular posthole/pit, contains 204 1
206 Fill Fill of 207, soft grey -brown silty sand 1
207 Cut Oval pit, contains 206 1
208 Fill Fill of 209, soft grey-brown clayey silty sand 1
209 Cut Oval pit, contains 208 1
210 Fill Fill of stone-lined cess pit 225, soft grey-brown sandy clayey silt 2
211 Fill Fill of 212, soft grey-brown sandy clayey silt 4
212 Cut Subcircular shallow pit, contains 211 4
213 Fill Fill of 214, loose grey-brown sandy silt 2
214 Cut Suboval pit, contains 213 2
215 Fill Fill of 216, soft grey-brown clayey silty sand 2
216 Cut Suboval pit, contains 215 2
217 Fill Primary fill of stone-lined cess pit 225, soft brown organic-rich

silt
2

218 Fill Fill of 222, soft grey-brown clayey silt 1
219 Fill Fill of 222, soft orangey-brown clayey silt 1
220 Fill Fill of 222, soft light-grey clayey silt 1
221 Fill Primary fill of 222, soft orangey-grey clayey silt 1
222 Cut Subcircular pit, contains 218-221 1
223 Fill Fill of 224, dark-brown clayey sand 2
224 Cut Small subcircular pit, contains 223 2
225 Masonry Subcircular stone-lined cess pit, fills 226 2
226 Cut Sub oval pit, contains 210, 217, 225, 230 2
227 Cut Construction cut for well 228 3
228 Masonry Stone-lined well 3
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229 Fill Fill of well 228, soft grey-brown silty sand 3
230 Fill Backfill of cut 226, soft grey-brown clayey silty sand 2
231 Fill Fill of 233, soft dark-brown-grey clayey silt 2
232 Fill Primary fill of 233, orangey-brown silty clayey coarse gritty sand 2
233 Cut Subrounded pit, contains 231, 232 2
234 Fill Fill of cut 235, soft grey-brown clayey silt 2
235 Cut Large shallow oval pit, contains 234 2
236 Fill Fill of 237, soft dark-brown-grey clayey silt 2
237 Cut Suboval pit, contains 236 2
238 Fill Fill of stone-lined cess pit 239, soft grey-brown clayey silt,

organic-rich towards base
2

239 Masonry Subcircular stone-lined cess pit, fills 240 2
240 Cut Oval cut, contains 238, 239 2
241 Fill Fill of 242, soft brown-grey sandy silt 1
242 Cut Subcircular pit, contains 242 1
243 Fill Fill of 244, soft light-grey silty clay 1
244 Cut Large shallow subcircular pit, contains 243 1
245 Fill Fill of 246, soft dark-grey clayey silty sand 2
246 Cut Oval pit, contains 245 2
247 Fill Fill of 248, soft grey-brown clayey sandy silt 2
248 Cut 1m deep subcircular pit, contains 247 2
249 Fill Fill of 250, soft grey-orangey-brown clayey silty sand 2
250 Cut Suboval pit, contains 249, 251 2
251 Fill Primary fill of 250, soft-friable grey-brown silty sand 2
252 Fill Primary fill of 255,  soft light grey silty sand clay 2
253 Fill Secondary fill of 255,  soft orangey-grey gritty silty sand clay 2
254 Fill Tertiary fill of 255,  soft orangey-grey gritty sandy silt 2
255 Cut Large oval pit, contains 252-254 2
256 Fill Fill of 257, soft dark-grey-brown clayey silty sand 1
257 Cut Suboval pit, contains 256 1
258 Fill Fill of 260, moderately compact brownish-dark-orange silty sand 2
259 Fill Primary fill of 260,  fine soft dark-grey-orangey-brown silty sand 2
260 Cut Large shallow circular pit, contains 258, 259 2
261 Fill Fill of 262, soft grey-brown silty sand 2
262 Cut Irregular shaped pit, contains 261 2
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APPENDIX 3
SITE MATRIX
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APPENDIX 4
TABLE OF CHARRED, WATERLOGGED AND PLANT REMAINS

Plant remains are recorded on a scale of 1-5 where 1= rare and 5= abundant, matrix
components as present, and ch = charred weed seeds. Unless stated, all other plant
remains are waterlogged.

Feature type Latrine
225

Pit
233

Latrine
239

Pit
250

Pit
255

Pit
228

Phase Cess
Phase 2

Sub-
round
Phase 2

Stone
lined
cess

Sub-
round
Phase 2

Phase 2 Topfill
Phase 2

Context 217 231 239 251 252 229
Sample number 1 2 3 5 7 4
Sample size in litres 5 20 20 20 20 20
Potential for further analysis Good Good None Low Good Low
Amorphous plant material +
Wood fragments +
Calluna wood-ling heather +
Charcoal ++ ++ ++ + ++ +
Moss fragments +
Insect remains +
Mammal bone ++ + + + ++ +
Fish bone ++ + + + + +
Calcined bone + +
Coal + ++
Clinker/cinder + + +
Slag + + +
Metal globules +
Brick/tile +
Industrial residue + + + +
Modern roots + + ++

Food and economic taxa
Hordeum undifferentiated -

barley charred
1

Triticum sp - wheat charred 1 1 1
Bread wheat charred 1 1
Avena - oats charred 1
Cereal indet charred 1 3 1 1
Corylus avellana-hazel - nut

fragments
1 ch 1 ch 2

Ficus carica - fig 4 1 1
Sambucus nigra - elderberry 2 3 1 1
Rubus fruticosus - blackberry 5 4 5+++ 5 1
Vitis vinifera - grape 2
Arable weeds
Centaurea cyanus - cornflower 1 ch
Chrysanthemum segetum - corn

marigold
1 ch 1 ch 3 ch

Euphorbia - spurge 1 1
Spergula arvensis - corn 1
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spurrey
Grassland
Bromus-sp - bromes 1 ch
Plantago lanceolat a - ribwort

plantain
1 ch

Poaceae>4mm - large grasses 2 ch
Poaceae 2-4mm - medium

grasses
1 ch

Rumex acetosa - common sorrel 1 ch
Heathland
Danthonia decumben s - heath

grass
1ch

Ruderals
Brassica sp - cabbage family 1ch
Lamium sp-dead-nettles 1
Lapsana communis - nipplewort 1 ch 1ch
Urtica dioica - stingimg nettle 5
Wet ground
Carex lenticular - sedges 1 ch 1
Carex trigynous - sedges 1 1 ch
Eriophorum - cottongrass 2 ch 1ch 1 ch
Broad
Legume <4mm - pea family 2ch
Legume >4mm - pea family 1 ch
Polygonum undifferentiated -

docks
1ch

Ranunculus repens-type -
buttercups

1 ch

Unknown 1
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APPENDIX 5: FINDS SUMMARY

Context Material Weight
(kg)

Quantity Comment Date range

202 Pottery 0.08 12 Small abraded sherds,
presumably residual

Medieval

202 Pottery 3.125 221 Salt-glazed stoneware,
Blackware, Industrial Slipware,
Salt-Glazed Creamware,
Earthenware. Single sherd of Tin
Glazed Earthenware. Only single
small sherd of transfer-printed
ware

Late
seventeenth -
nineteenth
century

202 Clay
tobacco
pipe

- 9 Stems Eighteenth -
early twentieth
century

204 Pottery 0.01 3 Small and abraded sherds of
Gritty wares and a White ware

Twelfth -
thirteenth
century

206 Pottery 0.11 9 Sandy wares and Partially-
Reduced Grey wares

Thirteenth -
fourteenth
century

206 Bone 0.025 2 Cow -
208 Pottery 0.015 5 Small and abraded sherds Twelfth -

fourteenth
century

210 Pottery 0.285 22 Gritty wares and Reduced
Greyware, most sherds quite
small

Thirteenth -
seventeenth
century

210 Slag - 1 Lump Not closely
dateable

210 Coal - 1 Burnt lump Not closely
dateable

210 Bone 0.020 1 Cow -
210 Bone 0.005 1 Large mammal -
210 Bone 0.005 1 Cow/Red Deer -
210 Bone 0.005 1 Large mammal -
211 Pottery 0.035 3 Reduced Greyware, Gritty and

Sandy ware fragments,
presumably residual

Medieval

211 Pottery 0.35 14 Dark-glazed earthenware,
transfer-printed ware

Eighteenth -
nineteenth
century

213 Pottery 0.085 9 Predominantly Reduced
Greyware

Fifteenth -
seventeenth
century

213 Slag - 1 Lump Not closely
dateable

215 Pottery 0.03 12 Small and abraded sherds,
predominantly Gritty ware

Twelfth - mid
fourteenth
century

217 Pottery 0.01 1 Sandy ware body sherd Mid thirteenth -
fourteenth
century
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Context Material Weight
(kg)

Quantity Comment Date range

218 Pottery 0.205 9 Predominantly Sandy wares.
Mainly small, but a few larger
sherds

Thirteenth -
early fourteenth
century

218 Bone 0.01 1 Horse -
218 Bone 0.005 1 Cow -
218 Bone 0.120 33 Large mammal -
223 Pottery 0.01 4 Small and abraded body sherds Thirteenth -

fourteenth
century

228 Pottery 0.305 1 Large sherd of Dark-Glazed
earthenware

Eighteenth
century

229 Pottery 0.07 1 Large body sherd of Reduced
Greyware

Fifteenth -
seventeenth
century

229 Pottery 0.335 25 Transfer-printed ware,
earthenware, stoneware, lead-
glazed creamware

Eighteenth -
nineteenth
century

229 Clay
tobacco
pipe

- 2 Stems Eighteenth -
early twentieth
century

230 Pottery 0.02 2 Gritty ware, possibly single vessel Late twelfth -
thirteenth
century

231 Pottery 0.38 11 Several large fragments of
Reduced Greyware, with some
small fragments of Partially
Reduced

Fourteenth -
seventeenth
century

231 Bone 0.045 1 Cow -
231 Bone 0.025 3 Large mammal -
234 Pottery 0.15 13 Gritty and Reduced wares Thirteenth -

seventeenth
century

234 Pottery 0.09 15 Mixed, including Gritty, Sandy
and Reduced Greyware. Latter
least abraded

Mid fifteenth -
seventeenth
century

234 Bone 0.020 1 Cow -
234 Bone 0.002 1 Large mammal -
236 Pottery 0.09 8 Sandy Wares, Partially-Reduced

grey wares and single fragment of
Reduced Greyware

Fourteenth -
seventeenth
century

238 Pottery 0.845 48 Small sherds of Gritty wares,
large Reduced Greywares

Late fourteenth
- seventeenth
century

238 Bone 0.725 23 Horse -
238 Bone 0.085 4 Cow -
238 Bone 0.345 39 Large mammal -
238 Bone 0.630 21 Horse -
238 Bone 0.005 1 Cow -
238 Bone 0.310 31 Large mammal -
238 Bone 0.005 1 Bird -
241 Pottery 0.035 7 Small and abraded sherds, but all

Gritty wares
Twelfth - mid
thirteenth
century
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Context Material Weight
(kg)

Quantity Comment Date range

243 Pottery 0.1 24 Mixed, but most small and
abraded sherds. Predominantly
Gritty wares

Predominantly
twelfth century

243 Slag? - 3 Lump Not closely
dateable

243 Bone 0 4 Cow -
247 Pottery 0.005 1 Incised wavy line decoration on a

jug
Later thirteenth
- fourteenth
century

249 Pottery 0.635 23 Some large fragments of Reduced
Greyware

Fifteenth -
seventeenth
century

249 Bone 0.045 2 Cow -
249 Bone 0.005 4 Unidentified -
251 Pottery 0.325 8 Three Reduced Greyware body

sherds, one Gritty ware body
sherd (residual??)

Mid fifteenth -
seventeenth
century

252 Pottery 0.051 3 Two tiny fragments of Sandy
Wares and large fragment of
Reduced Greyware

Fourteenth -
seventeenth
century

252 Bone 0.020 1 Cow -
252 Bone 0.010 1 Large mammal -
253 Pottery 0.015 2 Small and abraded body sherds Twelfth -

thirteenth
century

254 Pottery 0.04 20 Small and abraded body sherds Twelfth -
thirteenth
century

254 Pottery 0.005 1 Lead-glazed body sherd Eighteenth
century

254 Bone 0.002 1 Sheep/Goat/Roe Deer -
254 Bone 0.002 2 Medium mammal -
254 Bone 0.002 3 Unidentified -
256 Pottery 0.005 3 Three very small and abraded

Sandy wares
Medieval
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APPENDIX 6: TASK LIST

Task No Task Days Resources

Task 1:    Project Set up 1 JQ

                Contact / Liase with Project Team 0.5 JQ/ IM / MB / AB

Task 2:    Upgrading of context database 1.5 PS

Task 3:    Refine Phasing / Edit Matrix 2 MB

Task 4:    Production of Site Narrative 5 MB

Task 5:    Documentary Research 3 MB

Task 6:    Stratigraphic illustrations 2 Illust

Task 7:    Medieval / Post-medieval Pottery Analysis 5 IM

Task 8:    Animal Bone Analysis 1.5 AB

Task 9:    Palaeoenvironmental Analysis 8 EH

Task 10:  Finds illustrations 3 Illust

Task 11:  Publication Compilation 5 MB / CHD

Task 12:  Quality check of Publication 2 JQ

Task 13:  Quality assessment of Publication 1 RMN

Task 14:  Prepare Archive for Deposition 1 PS
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APPENDIX 7: FINANCIAL BREAKDOWN

YARDS 110 AND 112 STRICKLANDGATE, KENDAL, POST-EXCAVATION COSTINGS

The total cost quoted for the post-excavation is a fixed price which is inclusive of all
management, overheads, and other disbursement costs (travel and expenses), to
undertake the programme of work as defined in this project assessment. Any other
variations from this programme of work at the clients' direction will require recosting.
All staff costs are inclusive of holiday entitlement, as well as NI and Superannuation.

• All costs are exclusive of VAT

• Salaries and wages inclusive of NI, Superannuation and overheads

• Project duration beyond 31-03-2005 will require adjustment for inflation

The costs for publication assume that the results will be published in the Transactions of
the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society.

Total Costs £  7, 930.00
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 1 Site Location Map

Figure 2   Trench Location Plan

Figure 3  Speed’s map of Kendal (1611)

Figure 4  Todd’s map of Kendal (1787)

Figure 5 Hoggarth’s plan of Kendal (1853)

Figure 6 Plan of the excavation by archaeological phase

Figure 7 Sections through archaeological features
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PLATES

Plate 1 General view of the site, looking north-east

Plate 2 Medieval pits and stone-lined latrine, 239, looking south

Plate 3 Stone-lined latrine, 235

Plate 4 Medieval pits in north of the site, looking west, with the eighteenth
century well, 228, in the foreground



Plate 1: General view of site, looking north-east

Plate 2: Medieval pits and stone-lined latrine, 239, looking south



Plate 3: Stone-lined latrine, 225

Plate 4: Medieval pits in north of the site, looking west, with the eighteenth century
well, 228, in the foreground


